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This is the study ot a man and his-times. It is also a 
study ot one ot man's noblest works, the law. This paper shows 
one small segment ot the eternal struggle to bring the law :tnto 
balance with mant s nature and environment. 
Very special thanks are due to Professor William Trimble tor 
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SIGNIFICANCE AND SCOPE OF THIS PAPER 
This is a studY ot the English legal reforms of the early 
nineteenth century, Sir Samuel Rom1l1y being the principal figure 
under oonsideration. It is not a study of what Romilly did or 
. 
tried to do. Rather, the purpose is to discover his motives and 
his influenoe on later reformers, to consider the English legal 
system at the end of the eighteenth oentury and. the writings ot 
various contemporary liberal and conservative thinkers, and to 
I 
shOW the etfect of these philosophers on Rom1l1y's program of re-
form. 
This essay has several important aspects. Any serious study 
f 
of the legal thinking ot a period is Significant because~1t may be 
indioative ot the currents of eoonomic, moral, political, and so-
oial thought; a study or the laws passed and repealed during any 
era is a gauge whioh shows the interests of the people. Suoh a 
study further indicates muoh about the intelligenoe, morality, and 
sinoerity of the legislators and philosophers of pre-Victorian 
England. 
Romllly t s reform measures are ot partioular importance since 
they were the start of the reform movement whioh is sO prominent 
1 
2 
in nineteenth century England. It might be going too far to 
state that the Whole reform movement sprang from Rom1lly's work. 
It 1s, however, quite true that this group of' reforms gave the 
initial impetus to the liberal movement. This liberal movement is 
not only important in England but in allot Europe. For at the 
end of the Wars of the French Revolution and Napoleon, England was 
the leading nation of' Europe. The destruotion and ruin ot the war 
had not been telt in England, whioh had. led the nations ot Europe 
during twenty-two years ot oonf'lict and at the peace table that 
leadership was maintained. The war also made England wealthy by 
allowing British businessmen to capture the world's trade. During 
the period between the end of' the wars and the beginning ot mag-
I 
n1ficent isolation, all the liberals ot Europe looked to England 
for inspiration, afterwards trying, with varying success, to du-
plioate in their homelands the reforms of England. Therefore, 
this period in English history gives a profound inSight into the 
history ot modern Europe. 
St1ll another important reason tor this study is that the 
Un1ted States and almost allot the individual states based their 
legal systems on the unreformed English law. The American nation 
in its early years adopted a code of law known to be in need ot re-
form. The only retorm of this code in this country has been at thE 
hands ot judges who have interpreted it to bring it into line with 
our soo1ety. At best this 1s a haphazard process. It is the hope 
ot this writer that stUdies such as this may show the means by 
3 
which our legal system can be totally revised. 
For the purposes ot this essay, we shall consider chiefly 
criminal law. A legal code 1n general is set up to do one or 
more ot the following things: protect the external and internal 
security of the state; protect the lite and property ot the citi-
zens; provide for the general good ot society. These purposes can 
be accomplished in several ways. The laws can be set up to terri-
ry the general citizenry so that they will not break the peace •. 
They can be set up to prevent the criminal trom ottending again. 
They can be set up to reform the,offender. The first method is 
the most common; the third is the rarest. All criminal codes are 
built on these princlples and are oriented to one or more of these 
I 
goals. It i.s obvlous that various ages and areas can interpret 
this system 1n a variety of ways. 
Legal systems are founded on two types ot law. Th~ first is 
customary law, that 18 the la," which has grown out of th1!t lite ot 
the people. It can be either written or unwritten. Normally this 
law is wrltten down atter it has been practlced tor a long time. 
Since this law has developed trom the actions ot the people it is 
well known and well observed; after many centuries, however. it 
has a tendenoy to become contradictory as new Situations and ways 
ot lite replace older ones. 
A second type ot law generally comes into being after the 
customary law has become unworkable. This is code or "made-up" 
law. It is always written and originates with a king or leg1s1a-' 
ture, and 1s general17 a reorganization of the customary law to 
bring it into line with the times. It can also be a totally new 
system. Sometimes, unfortunately, a new legal system will lack 
the support ot the people and will not be enforceable. 
Law can come into being in a third way by judicial interpre-
tation. This occurs when a judge decides that an old law. e1ther 
customary or code law, extends to a situation that it was not 
originally 1t!ritten to cover. This 18 a very common procedure and 
it is what makes the study ot law so difficult. 
England, like most modern states, has a legal system based on 
both customary and code lawJ due to the age and stability of the 
English government there is an unusually large amount or judicial 
I 
precedent in English law. 
The two basic types ot crime are moral and social. Moral 
. 
crimes constitute acts which Violate the moral law, ~ are nor-
mally considered wrong in all nations, Christian and non~hris­
tian. Certain immoral actions tor various reasons are not con-
sidered to be crimes 1n certain nations or during certain periods. 
Soc1&l crimes are actions in Violation ot the various laws 
society has set up to provide a desired uniformity or order in 
situations where no moral law applies. An example of this can be 
found in the regulation tl1at requires all automobiles to keep to 
the right. It makes no difference to which side they keep if 
everyone follows the same rules. It there were no regulations, 
chaos would result. Social laws make up the bulk of any criminal 
code and they vary tremendously according to tine and area. A 
danger of social legislation is that it may make an indifferent 
action a crime, as in the case of prohibition. They can also 
change certain acts from minor moral crimes into major social 
crimes. 
The second halt of the criminal law is concerned with punish-
ment. PunisrJ.tncnt is the penalty imposed for brealting a certain 
regulation and ditfers widely as to types and severity. As we 
saw earlier, law may be established to terrify the populace. This 
can be done by using extremely b~utal pUnishments for all crimes, 
but carries with it the danger ot turning the nation into a col-
lectivity of brutes. Punishment can also be used to protect so-
I 
ciety from the criminal by imprisoning or killing the offender. 
Hore desirable 1s that type whioh reforms the criminal and allows 
. 
him to return to society as a useful and peaceful ci~iz~t but it 
is highly difficult to set up and operate. 
Punishment will be very carefully studied in this paper 
since it was the pr'imary interest ot Romllly, a reformer who con-
cerned himself less with adding to or removing from the list ot 
crimes than in systematizing and civilizing the punishments in-
flicted under those laws. 
CHAPTER II 
ENGLISH CRIHINAL LAW PRIOR TO 1800 
It is impossible to study the reform movement without mW{ing 
a short investigation of the English Criminal Law as it existed 
in the second half of the eighteenth century. It was, then, a 
blend ot customary law, statute law, ana jUdicial precedent. Many 
of these laws were centuries old and had been established to deal 
with situations that no longer eXisted, or had changed so radical-
ly as to make the old laws barriers to normal living. New la\O/s 
had been passed without the old ones being repealed. }mny crimes 
were covered by so many laws that it was almost impossible tor 
even a lawyer to determine which one applied in a particular 08se. 
f 
In 176, \lfllliam Blackstone wrote his ~2mmenat:l.Qs .sm .:t.Wi WI 
of 
.S21.: EAl4an4, which is a reliable guide through the maze ot English 
law. Neither Blackstone, nor any other man, could oompletely 
overcome the contusion caused by enaoting legislation without giv-
ing proper thought to the existing laws on the subject. Many le-
gal situations were so contused that pages ot explanation were 
needed to clarify what should have been a simple matter. Some 
laws Were so badly confused that no amount of explanation could 
penetrate the fog that enclosed them. In desoribing the criIne of 
destroying game, the best Blackstone oan say is that tlthere is 
6 
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another offence, constituted by a variety ot acts of parliament, 
which be so numerous and so confused. and the crime itself of so 
questionable a nature that I shall not detain the reader with 
many observations thereon."l 
The laws were made eVen more difficult to understand by the 
fact that, in some cases, a less serious crime would oarry a much 
harsher punishment than a simUar and graver crime. In at least 
one crime, that of sending live sheep o!lt of the Itingdom. the 
penalty for the first offence was much more brutal than that for 
the second. 2 The laws were furtl:ler encUmbered by suCh seeming 
trivia as the time of the crime and the presence or absence ot 
witnesses. Romilly states that: 
We find that under certain circumstanoes a man may steal 
without being a thief, that a pickpocket may be a highway 
robber, a shorlifter a burglar. and a man who had no ~ten­
tion to do harm to anyone a murderer; that to snatc~ a watch 
out of a man's pocket on the street 1s highway robb~ry; that 
to steal fruit ready gathered is a felonYl but to gltther it 
and steal it 1s only a trespass; that to rorce one's hand 
through a pane of glass at five o'clock in the afternoon in 
winter to take out anything that 11es in the w:lndow 1s a 
burglary even it nothing be actually taken; though to break 
open a house with every circumstance of violence and outrage 
at four 0 t clock in the morning in SUll1.mer for the purpose at 
robbing or even 'murdering the :inhabitants is only a m1sdea-
meanour; that to steal goods 1n shops if the thief be seen to 
take them is only a transportable offenee; but. it he be not 
seen, toot is. 1£ the evidence be loss certain, it 1s a capi-
r lWill:1.am Blackstone, CQ~en.tSl;r1e§ .2n ~ ~aw§ .2.t IJ;nglAnd 
~Ch1cago, 1899), bk. iv, p. 73. 
2W1l1iam Eden, fring."liP S2l. r~DiJr .Lilt (London, 1771), 
~P. 57-58. 
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tal felony, and punishable with death. • .3 
This tremendous oonfusion, as mentioned previously, makes the 
study of English law quite difficult. It becomes even more so 
because it was divided not only into the usual olasses of statute 
and oustomary law, but the oustomary law was further divided into 
a general law that applied to all of England and Wales, several 
groups of laws that were peculiar to certain parts of the kingdom, 
and a third set of customs peculiar to certain courts and j ur is-
dictions. 4 The situation was further complicated by the faot that 
the laws of England were not always applicable in other lands 
ruled by the crown. The English law, written and unwritten, ap-
plied in full only in England and Wales. However, the courts of 
Wales were independent of those ot Westminster so the judicial 
precedents of the two countries were quite different. Scotland 
was bound only by oertain provisions of the written ~aw ~d by al-
most nothing of the eonm~n law. Ireland was held to alltacts of 
parliament passed betore the reign of Henry VIII and by such acts 
of later reigns as mentioned Ireland in particular or were de-
Signed for the erapire in general. To complicate an already ab-
surd situation. Ireland had its own. parliament which passed laws 
in the same haphazard way as the Westminster Parliament. Norman 
law was (and still is) in use in the Channel Isles. The German 
-----, ...... -
3Samuel Romilly, Qbft:vati~§ ~ £ ~ PQbllg§t~gp, pp. 20-
22, cited in Coleman Phi llpson. Ibree Cr~l ~ Reformer. 
(Lond~nt 1923), p. 291. 
·1"nlA~kc:!t:nnA hk in 61 
9 
possessions ,I/ere bound by their own legal codes. The colonies 
were bound in some oases by acts ot their own legislatures, 1n 
others by the general English law, and in still others by special 
imperial legislation. 5 
Law is supposedly based on reason. By now it should be ob-
vious that English law 'las based on anything but reason. It was 
an outstanding example of the bad effect attendant upon making 
laws tor expediency and selt-interest and without foresight. 
Confusion was not the only evil of the law. Brutality was 
an outstanding quality of the criminal codes. Blackstone held 
that criminal law should be based "upon principles that are perma-
nent, uniform, and universal; and always conformable to the dic-
tates of truth and justice, the feelings of humanity, and the :1n-
deniable rights ot mankind; though it sometimes (prOVided there be 
. 
no transgression of these external boundaries) may be. mo4.1tied, 
narrowed, or enlarged • • ... 6 While admItting that the !ngl1sl:l 
law did not a1;.'Iays adhere to these principles and stating that it 
was certainly in need of revision and amendment, Blackstone never 
advocated a reform movement. He recognized the confusion that 
arose from leaving old laws in effect which contradicted new ones. 
Yet he offered no solution to the problem. Rather, he seemed con-
,~.~ PP. 93-110. 
6.I1U4., bk. iv, p. 3. 
10 
tent to let thtngs remain as they were.? 
Blackstone was undoubtedly one ot the leaders of his profes-
sion. This is obvious not only from the great stature that his 
work attained but also from the fact that he was solicitor general 
to the Queen and professor ot law at Oxford. His attitude oan 
certainly be oonsidered as representative ot the best legal think-
ing of his period. What was his attitude? Sir:~ply, that something 
was wrong and that there was noth:ing that oould, or should, be 
done. 
This attitude is also found in the 'writings of William Eden, 
Baron Auk1and. He was a friend ot Blackstone and a writer on 
crime and penology. According to Eden's theory, the purpose ot 
law is to prevent crime rather than to repress the criminal. The 
offence should be treated severely "Thile the offender should be 
treated mercifully.8 Eden's op1nion, diffioult as 1~ might be to 
understand or put into practice, was commonly held in t~ legal 
circles of the time. Nany judges and lawyers thought that the 
penalties for eVen slight crj~es should be very severe. but that 
they should not be enforced. 
They therefore set up many legal loopholes that allowed per-
sons to escape trom the severity of the laws, Foremost among 
these were the judge's r1ght to use discretion in passing sentence 
?ll?J4" P. 4. 
8:Eden. p. 6. 
11 
and the government's right to grant pard.on. These loopholes were 
not open to all. 'rhe judge's use of discretion was in many eases 
based on the number at character witnesses that testified for the 
accused. A man might be at excellent character but if he ''lare be ... 
ing tri.ed away from home he miGht l10t be able to get witnesses to 
speak for him. To appeal to the government for a pardon was a 
long and expensive process that many deserving but poor falons 
could not afford. Probably the most famous at the loopholes was 
benefit of clergy. This was a principle established in the Middle 
Ages to protect clerics from lay courts. It Was often altered and 
by this period it meant that any person who oould read or write 
(and all peers and peeresses, literate or not) could, when 
I 
charged with certain capital felonies, plead benefit of clergy. 
This would protect them from the death penalty and in many cases 
, 
it would completely release them from any punishment •. A~ other 
times a light punishment might be imposed. Benefit of ctergy 
could only be pleaded ouce by an individual. This would appear to 
be a fairly safe out for many criminals. Unfortunately, the stat-
ute was so complex and vague that many persons did not know they 
could use it. Also the literacy rate was so low, particularly 
~ong the poorer classes, that many criminals could not have used 
~t even if they knew about it. The value of the loopholes, dubi-
bUS as it might be. was more than counterbalanced by the fact that 
~ many oap1tal trials the defendant was required to defend him-
~elf w1thout benefit of counsel. This led to a situation in which 
12 
there were two legal systems 1n effect. One applied to the no-
bility, gentry, and wealthier merchants and contained all the 
safeguards that were intended for the protection of the whole na-
tion. The other was the law as it applied to the poor, who did 
not understand it and so could not take advantage of its vagaries. 
As a result, they felt the full weight of the law for oven the 
smallest infraction. 
Punishment during this period was quite severe and the great 
number of capital offences would lead one to bolieve that the 
prime object of punishment was to protect the state trom the nu-
merous criminals. Eden. however, held that the English government 
should be ruled by leniency in its treatment at criminals. He 
considered severity to be a sign of barbarism and thought it 
would lead the nation dow.n the road to despotism. 9 Blackstone 
agreed with this and went on to speak against the th~ory~ that 
punishment was meant to be the atonement or expiation tor the 
crime. He held atonement oan be exacted only by God and the state 
had no right to claim it. He thought this could be aocomplished 
in one of three waysa either by reforming the criminal, or by de-
tering others by making a dreadful example of convicted felons, or 
by depriving the criminal ot the power to do further misohief. lO 
These theories of Blackstone and Eden are quite sound and 
9lJ2.1Q. t p. 10. 
10slackstone. bk. iV. P. 12. 
13 
hwnane with the exception of that of making a dreadful example ot 
the criminal. Unfortunately, except for the idea of example, they 
were never really observed. The main object ot punishment, per-
haps the only one, that can be seen from studying the penalties 
set by the law was to prevent the criminal trom ever committing 
another crime by either executing or imprisoning him for a long 
per iod of time. 
Over one hundred and Sixty crimes oarried the death penalty. 
Many ot them Were ancient laws that were no longer enforced but 
sixty-three of them had been passed during the reigns ot George II 
and George III. Some ot the anoient laws were revived from time 
to time. Allot them could be revived at any time the government 
desired. A multitude ot other crimes oarried such penalties as 
transportation for a period ot seven years to the colonies. Since 
the people sent to the colonies were rarely equipped ~h~ically or 
mentally tor the hardships they would have to faoe they flere oon-
demned as surely as it they had been sent to the gallows. Other 
orimes carried sentences ot many years in prison, which were in 
most cases damp, fUthy', windowless, and disease-ridden and where 
the prisoners were mixed in large groups with no regard to age, 
health, type of crime, or previous record. In some places they 
were not even segregated by sexes. It might be hard to believe 
th8t there could be anything worse than the regular prisons. Yet, 
the hulks, the old dismantled ships anchored in the Thames and 
other rivers, were used as receptacles for the overtlow of the 
--
14 
jails. In them the situation was almost indescribable. 
A man could be hanged for break1ng the wall of a fish pond 
1£ any of the fish escaped. He could be hanged if under certain 
conditions he stole goods to the value of 12d., under other condi-
tions to the value of 5s •• and under still other conditions to 
the value of 40s. He oould be hanged for chopping dO\Vll a cherry 
tree in an orchard. or for living a month with gypsies. It a man 
viera to break a bridge in London, Westminster, or Putney he would 
go the gallows; 1£ it 'Were done in Brentford or Blacktriars he 
could plead benefit of clergy and get a 'prison sentence of no 
more than a year. A smUggler might be fined, transported, or 
hanged depending on how much dar ing or cleverness he had shown. 
A man who was transported to the colonies and escaped and returned 
to England could be hanged. If a man 'Were to commit a robbery 
wearing a mask, he could be hanged. This 'Was true 'W~eth~r the 
robbery was attended by Violence or not. Even it the masked man 
did nothing more serious than steal rabbits from a warren he 
risked danCing at the end of a rope. 
As time went on, the great mass of brutal and repressive law 
became totally repugnant to the British people. Since there was 
no one who would take the lead in a reform movement, the people's 
only recourse was to resist the law passively. A man who 'Was in-
jured might not press charges. A witness might not remember. A 
jury might not convict. This type ot resistance reached its h1gh-
points in two trials that took place in the first decade of the 
15' 
nineteenth century. On November 21, 1808, a 'Woman was charged in 
London for stealing a t 10 note. The jury found her guilty, but 
said that what she stole was not worth 39s. In 1807 an apprentice 
to a lapidary was charged with stealing his master's purse con-
taining f, 80 in notes ot the Bank of England. Again the jury re-
turned a verdict of guilty of stealing less than 39s. 11 These 
examples show that the people had lost faith in the law. No 
steps, however, were being taken to remedy the situation, although 
there Was some discussion ot the problem and this eventually led 
to reform. 
llSir Samuel Romilly, SR~cbll 9l. ~ ~g.muel Ii9m:1,11y (London, 
1820), vol. It p. 240 and P. 3 7. I 
--
CHAPTER III 
VARIOUS OPINIONS ON REFORM 
As we have seen, the legal profession in general showed 
great indifference to the existing situation and \vas not at all 
interested in any plan of reform. In this chapter we shall take 
the opinions of several prominent English writers representing 
various segments of the learned classes. Many individuals who 
were not actively engaged in the'legal profession wrote on this 
question and presented the case both for and against reform. Po-
litical labels, such as whig and tory Or conservative and liberal, 
do not have much meaning in this disQussion. 
Hartin Madden, an Anglican clergyman, who had written'several 
f 
. 
books on moral theology, was one ot the first men in thif period 
to write on the subject of law. His IhoqgMa sm lli2tecutiv§ ~­
~, published in 1784, had a large, though fortunately short-
lived, effect on the jUdges ot the time. His work was supposedly 
based on the principle that "the certainty of punishment is more 
ef.ficacious than its severity for the punishment of crimes. III 
This prinCiple sounds very mild and was in fact one of the argu-
lColeman Phillipson, Thr~1 gr1m1nA~ ~ Reformers (London, 
1923), p. 49. The original is unavailable. 
16 
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ments advanced by the reformers. However, Madden misapplied it 
and used it in such an unusual way that his book was aotually a 
condemnation of any judge or minister who showed leniency either 
in passing a sentence or in granting a pardon, He thought that 
the English cr1minal law was just and not at all severe, and that 
treating convicts with leniency was nothing more than encouraging 
them to commit further crimes. Hls book attracted a great deal at 
attention both in judicial and governmental circles and, according 
to Romllly, lt led to the number of death sentences imposed the 
year after its publ1cation being. twice that of the previous Year. 
There was no increase in crime suftioient to justify this in-
crease in death sentences. 2 Fortunately, 11addenl s inf1uenoe died 
as quiokly as it was born. lvithin a few years his book was no 
longer read or believed. His book was last published in 1786 and 
is now so rare that it is not even listed in the cata~ogpe of the 
British Museum Library. One of the reasons for his decline from 
popularity may have been his Th'*iPhtho~A. whioh advooated polyg-
amy and was, of course, severely attacked. 
Another writer of prominence who defended the existing law 
was William Paley.3 His philosophy', a cross between Christian 
conservatism and Utilitarianism. is not always easy to tollow 
2Sir Samuel Romilly, ~ gt ~imuel Rom'l~l (London, 1840). 
vol. It pp. 38-89. 
3William Paley (1743-180,) was Archdeacon of Carlisle, some-




smce his reasoning seems at times to be at cross l)urposes. He 
described the legal system of England as being analogous to an old 
house that had undergone many rernodel1n[s to suit it to the tastes 
and needs or several generations. He conceded that those remodel-
10gs had no plan or proportion and that to an outsider they might 
have the appearance of eyesores. He says that this appearance in 
a house is immaterial it the house suits its inhabitants. He then 
stretched the analogy to state that the. English legal system suit-
ed the people the same way the house suited its tenants. 4 The er-
rors in this analogy are fairly obvious. It will be sufficient to 
point out the most glaring, that when a house 1s remodeled all 
that is unserviceable or outmoded 1s scrapped, While the English 
I 
law kept everything whether it was still serviceable or not. 
Paley thought that the number of crimes punishable bY,death 
was not excessive if one considered the composition ot English 
!t 
society--"the frequency of executions in this country," lie held, 
"owes its necessity to three causes--much liberty, great cities, 
and the want of a punishment short of death possessing a suffi-
cient degree of terror. tt , Paley had some strange 1deas on the 
types of liberty that made death sentences so necessary. Accord-
ing to him, one of the things that was most conducive to crime 
(Lond~li~5):a;;:t4t~~t~lft§ ~ MQta~ ~ PQbitigal Pbi19§9PbY 
,~., P. 541. 
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y,las /I the spir it of the laws a..'1d of the people will not suffer the 
detention or conf1nement of suspected persons, without proofs at 
their Euilt."6 Needless to say. a society that did al10vl such 
imprisonment would be a totalitarian state. '1'his is not a liberty 
conducive to crime, rathor it is a barrier against runaway govern-
ment. The dangers that came from living in big cities were not as 
important in the capital crimes as Paley would have his readers b& 
lieve. Hany at these crimes \1ere agrarian in nature and. could not 
be committed III cities. \ihat dangers did arise from the cities 
could be combatted by doing something for the wretched creatures 
who dwelt there. 
One at the most repulsive i'eatures of Paley's book is that 
he did not think the gallows st:rruck the populace with sufficient 
terror, and he suggested more terrible methods at execution. One 
. 
at these was that criminals be thrown into a room wit~ w1ld 
beasts, the room to be so constructed that Sight would b~ blocked 
oft while sound would not be interfered with. He thought that 
listening to animals devour a man would create such vivid pictures 
in the imaginations of the audience as to discourage them from any 
thought of crime. 7 Paley not only defended the English law as it 
stood but tried to make it even more barbaric. 
Oliver Goldsmith looked on the criminal and the civil laws of 
6~. 
71.J?1g •• PP. 547-548. 
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his day with a great complacency. He thought that this strange 
hodgepodge was actually a blessing. In his C1tizen ~ ~ World 
he has his protagonist say: 
In England, from a variety of happy accidents, their consti-
tution is just strong enough, or it you Will, monarchical 
enOUgh, to permit relaxation of the severity of laws, and yet 
those laws still remain sufficiently strong to govern the 
people, This is the most perfect state of civil liberty, of 
which "Ie can form any idea; here we see a greater number of 
laws than 1n any other country, while the people at the same 
time obey only such as are immedtit§lx conducive to the in-
terests of society; several are unnoticed, many unkno'4n; some 
kept to be revived and enforced on proper occasions, others 
left to groy: obsolete, even \..]1thout the necessity of abroga-
tion. (5 
This theory would have been excellent had it been true. As 
we have seen, laws that were forgotten for some classes or occa-
I 
sions were tully enforced against other classes or on other occa-
sions. Even those that were left unenforced could be revived 
. 
without warning and used with full foroe against a popul~ce that 
f 
was ignorant of the law. 
Among this group could be found such statesmen as Sir Robert 
Peel.9 Peel's defenoe of the system was quite simple--it worked. 
He was seconded in this position by Lord Liverpool, who also advo-
cated expediency as a justification for the system. 
Sir Walter Soott and others of his literary circle held that 
8elted in A. V. Dicey, ~.iml pugJ.;l.g 0R1ll1gn jD EngJ,ap.d (London, 1952), P. 7;. 
9Robert Peel (1750-1830) was in early years an opponent ot any 
reform; later, as Home Secretary (1822-27) he forced the reform of 
~he law. 
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these laws must be good for under them Englishmen had become rich-
('1" and freer than the inhabitants of any other nation on earth. 
This position carried a great deal of weight since i-t was partly 
true. England 'Was the richest nation on earth and its people had 
an exceptional degree of freedom; no one could prove whether this 
vIas because of the law or in spite of it. l1any other factors also 
contributed to this happy state, and looking from our place in his-
tory we can see that the reforms that did take place made England 
even rioher and freer. 
The defenders of the system nad a great many intellectuals in 
their camp, yet their arguments were intellectually bankrupt. 
Their only point 'Was that the system was in existence and it 
I 
worked. One group of conservatives could find nothing better to 
say than to repeat the demand of the barons at Merton that t'the 
. 
laws of England must not be changed. II 
Some of the proponents of legal reform were actuallf cons~rv­
at1ves who crossed over to liberalism to enact one or two sI)ecifio 
measures. Foremost among these was Lord Thurlow, one of the lead-
ers of the conservative party, who had pushed through reforms se-
curing property rights for women and a.llowing them to sue for di-
vorce on grounds of physioal cruelty. 
John \vade, writing at the end of our period, deserves men:tion 
since he attracted so much support for reform by spotlighting 
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corruption. lO His Blagk.llQQ.k, originally published in 1820, was 
directed primarily at corruption in governm.ent and in the state 
church. It attacked the legal stagnation ot the period by point-
ing out examples ot the ill effects of putting incompetent men 
into office. This book was a piece of political literature and 
its author was no better than a party hack but. as is often the 
case with sensational literature, it had a large circulation and 
ran through several editions in a short period. 
Sydney Smith. among the clergy, demanded reform. ll His wit 
and ability to write struck many telling blows at the old system 
from the pulpit and trom the pages ot the recent Eg1nburgh Reyt,§j. 
lIe was particularly interested in preventing the landowner's use 
of traps and spring guns to d1scourage poachers. These deadly 
instruments, which claimed the lives ot the innocent as well as 
the guilty, were sanotioned by the English Courts, altho~h aut-
o f 
lawed in Scotland. Smith was partioularly active in attacking the 
law that denied a prisoner on trial tor a felony the right of de-
fence by counsel. 
Patrick ColqUhoun became a proponent of legal reform as a 
lOJohn Wade (1788-1875) a newspaper writer who wrote several 
books attacking various abuses current in his tir:1e. None of his 
later works received as much attention as his ~lagk ~. 
11SYdney Smith (1771-184,) was the canon of St. Paul's~ In 
his youth he had been a member ot a Jaoobin club in Normandy. He 
devoted much of his time and money to charitable causes and refortt 
movements both in England and in Scotland. He was a thorough-
going liberal and a great pamphleteer. 
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result of his attempts to establish a more efficient police for 
the city of London. l2 He attacked the confusion ot the criminal 
code as a barrier to police \1ork since the average policeman 
would rarely be able to charge properly a criminal since no one 
but a lawyer could tell what law was broken. 
Edmund Burke lent his great talents to the retorm movement. 
Once in speaking on a bill for the reliet of Protestant Dissenters 
he attacked the Whole legal situation of England. He considered 
laws not put into operation as dangerous. for they either allowed 
wrongs to go without penalty or they wer-e checks on innocent ac-
tion which might be enforced at any time. He thought this situa-
tion could lead to a number of evils. among which might be num-
bered enslavement of a part of the population. corruption of the 
executive. and the introduction of private malice into the law 
. 
courts. He further charged them with being out ot step Vith the 
times. l 3 ~ 
This speech of Burke's represents a damning indictment of the 
existing system, but like most liberals he was interested only in 
a particular reform. Actually this was one ot the great weakness-
es of the retormers. They had many men of ability, but none of 
them had a Whole new system to propose. They \tlere like men trying 
l2Patrick ColqUhohn (1745 .... 1820) \vas a London magistrate who 
~rote several books on police regulations. He did much charitable ~ork among the poor of London. 
l3Edmund Burke, ~ e~ec~a SJt. .tb!i R.gbt Honourabll Ed.n;&u,nd Burke (London, 1816), I. 1 -1 7. 
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to back up a breru{ing dike with grains of sand rather than sand-
bags. The reform movements could never hope for general success 
until they united into a single comprehensive program. 
CHAPTER rI 
J'EREHY BENTHAH 
ItThey won't tell a man before hand what it is he §hould.~ 
~. they won't so much as allow of his being told; they lie by 
until he does something they say he should not lmX.i.slQ.Ql, and. 
then they hang him for it. 111 This is one of Jeremy Bentham's 
milder outbursts against the confusion and barbarity of the Eng-
11sh criminal law. He charged that the laws were a mass of confu-
sion and secrecy so arranged as to be intelligible only to the 
lawyers who grew fat on the work provided them by the system. He 
further charged that the system represented a positive danger to 
0he people and accused the lawyers of indifference an~ c9mplaoency 
in the face ot this situation. 
Jere~ Bentham. born in 1?48, was the son ot a London attor-
ney_ His mother was the daughter of a small merchant. The family 
was typical of the rising middle class, a fact that would have a 
great effect on his philosophical writings. A precocious child, 
he mastered reading quite early and soon atter learned French and 
Latin. He had a great interest in music and gardening but his 
lJeremy Bentham. Tru~ij ~er§Qs A§hurst (London. 1823), p. 11. 
The underlined words are italicized in the original text. 
2, 
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father decided that the child should someday be Lord Chancellor 
and so tried to mold his mind to the law. The father attempted to 
form his mind by making him read only the most serious type ot 
,.rriting; the son, hOlvever, read as he pleased. His particular in-
terests \'lere history, biographY, and romantic fiction. As a. re-
sult of his father's high ambition the youngster Was sent to the 
finest primary and secondary schools that he might have a proper 
education, in manners as well as knowle~ge, for the high post it 
was hoped that he would oc~upy. Bentham then went on to Oxford, 
where he reoeived his degree of Baohelor' of Arts in 1763 and his 
}-taster of Arts in 1766. The latter year he was oalled to the bar 
at Lincoln's Inn. 
Several things had happened during his youth that had ad-
versely affected his personality. Aside from the conflict ,with 
his father over the type ot books he would read. he had Jaad other 
difficulties with this very domineering man. The death dt his 
rt!other, to whom his dislike ot his father had attached him deeply, 
was a shock from which he recovered slowly. He was never able to 
reconcile himself to his father's second marriage. In addition, 
he was badly influenced by the tamily servants who tilled his head 
so tull of tales ot fairies and Witches that he felt throughout 
his Whole life that his imagination was Warped. In his public 
school days his classmates gave him the rather rough and brutal 
treatment that is often the lot of a precocious child. That these 
things combined to make Bentham a very withdrawn individual who 
wanted friends but was afraid of bemg hurt or rebuffed is evi-
denced in his relations with the men who were interested in his 
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9hilosophy and wanted to work ''11th hiln. He knew that if his pro-
gram \.rere to succeed he needed assistanoe. yet he constantly re-
buffed even thOse who most wanted to help him. 
He praoticed law for a fa'!;] years but soon became discouraged 
'1ith the legal system and with his fellow lawyers. He retired 
from aotive practice and devoted himself to a life of scholarship. 
He began writing at this time, and his works are full of attacks 
on lawyers. He mentions that a 11r. Justice Ashurst when he was a 
practicing lawyer. ftwould never take less than a guinea for doing 
anything, nor less than hali' a guinea for doing nothing. He durst 
loot it: he would: among lawyers moderation \vould' be 1nf'amy. ,,2 
As his disinterest in law grew, he began to read deeply III 
~ontemporary European and English philosophy, becom~ seriously 
~onv1nced of the utilitarianism of Hume. He read most of~the 
~orks of Montesqu1eut Helvetius, and Priestly as well as Beccaria, 
~hose legal and penal theories strongly influenoed him. He trav-
~led extensively on the continent and saw that conditions 1n the 
'est ot Europe were no better than those in England, or even 
~orse. For years he absorbed the knowledge of others and Checked 
~his against his own experiences. Finally, in 1777. he bogan to 
~1te, without any plan or organ1zation. He would begin one book, 
2~., p. 6. 
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switch to another, start a third, dash oft a pamphlet or two, and 
finally come back to the first book only to drop it for something 
else. Some of his boolts were)ublished as soon as they Wert;\ £10-
ished while others would stay in manuscript form for years. 
Trutb Yers". Ashur~ was written in 1792 and was not published 
until thirty-one years later. The rough drafts of some books 
were given to his friends who revised and published them. His 
Tpeotl ~ Legislation and the Bat~onale 2f P~1ebment as well as 
other important works were first published in French by Etienne 
Dumont. They were not published ,in English until years after 
their first appearance on the continent. Many ot his 'Works re-
main unpublished and some were never finished. This erratiC sys-
tem makes it quite difficult to tell how much ot Bentham's philos-
ophY was known to the general public or to even the edQcated 
. 
classes during his lifetime. 
The principle that all actions are determined by ei~her the 
desire to seek pleasure or the desire to aVoid pain is the baSis 
of Utilitarianism. There can be no question that the averase per-
son is governed to a large extent by these motives. Bentham built 
his Whole philosophioal system around this one idea. His diffi-
culty was that he could not understand that certain individuals 
will accept a present pain in the hope ot a future pleasure. 
vfuile realizing that this 1s true tor Short periods, he was unable 
to aocept it as a basis for long term action. Rather, he oonsid-
ered asoetics and others who aocepted suffering in this life to 
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attain an eternal reward as somewhat eccentric. 3 He also failed 
to understand the compulsions that can be placed on a man by a 
strong sense of duty or honor. Undoubtedly the principle ot 
Utility can best be stated in Bentham's own words, 
By utility is meant that property in any object, whereby it 
tends to produce benefit, advanta.ge, pleasure, good, or hap-
piness, (all this jn the present case comes to the same 
thing) to prevent the happening of mischief, pain, evil, or 
unhappiness to the part whose interest is aons1dered: if that 
party be the community in general. then the happiness of the 
comwunity; if a particular individual, then the happ1ness of 
that individual. .. • .. The community is a .fictitious ~, 
composed of the individual persons who are considered as 
constituting as it were it~ membtU:&,.. The interest of the 
community then is, what?--the sum of the interests ot the 
several members who compose 'it. It is vain to talk of the 
interest of the commtmity without understanding what is the 
interest of the indiVidual. A thing is said to promote the 
interest, or to be LQ~ the interust ot~,n individual, when it 
tends to add to the sum total of his pleast~es: or, what 
comes to the same thing, to diminish the sum total of his 
pains. An action then may be said to be'conformable to the 
principle of utllity, or, for shortness sake, to ut11ity, (meaning with respect to the community at large) when'the 
tendency it has to aUgment the haPPineSfi of the eOlIWlunity 1s 
greater than any it has to dim1nish it. . 
of. 
Bentham concluded that since the principle of utllity is a first 
principle it is both impossible and unnecessary to prove it.' 
Pleasures and pains are to be judged by their influence on 
the community as a whole. The total number of pleasures and pains 
3Jeremy Bentham, Iba ~b§ory ~ Leg~§lltiQD (London. 1931). 
PP. 4-6. 
4Jeremy Bentham, An tttr~ductiQn .tst .!JJA Pringiple§ of Horal§ ~ h@g1s1at~ (London; ~9 , pp. 2-3. Italics BenthaiTs. 
'~.t p. 4. 
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that will flow from an action must be considered. If their total 
is on the side ot pain, the action is bad; if on the side of 
pleasure, the action is good. . He gives a list of all possible 
pleasures, pains, and the various factors which may cause aotions 
to be more or less pleasureable, and he expects that all legisla-
tors and judges ''iill keep these lists in mind While performing 
~,heir duties. He hopes that in this way justice will fall with 
the same weight on all people. 6 
Bentham set down not only the principles on which the laws of 
England should be reformed, but also the· methods by which the re· 
torms were to be carried out. In discussing the need for l"sform 
he gives as an example Lord Chief Justice Hale, who occupied the 
top judicial post around 1700. It31e confessed that he did not 
Imow what was meant by the term 1jb~;Ct. Bentllam points out, "There 
was then no statute law to tell what was or what Was ?ot~the~t; 
no more is there to this day; and so it is with murder and libel; 
and a thousand other things '* •• "7 He despairs that "the lies 
and nonsense the law is stuffed with, form so thick a mist that a 
plain man, nay even a man of sense and learning, who is not in the 
trade, can see neither through nor into it. u8 
Bentham's position lias that law was a science while tr...e old 
6~ •• p. 67. 
7Bentham, T'~th. PP. 12-13. 
8 
.IQ.1d., p. 7. 
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common laws of England had grov!.n haphazard out ot the people's 
customs and had neither order nor reason. He considered them to 
be simply a mass ot contradiction and contusion containing some 
that was good but mostly composed ot trash. He therefore proposed 
that the Whole system be SCientifically reorganized according to 
the principle of utility. 
The principle of utility is impracticable as a standard of 
personal ethics, for it rules out almost completelY the higher 
feelings ot man. Utility, however, is specifically designed to 
determine the greatest good tor the grea'test number. It is satis-
factory therefore as a legal code since all legislation is intend-
ed to provide for the common good. This statement ot course can 
not be taken in a purely literal sense. Rather it is the function 
of Benthamism to set up a society in which every individual will 
, . 
have an opportunity to prosper and aChieve his own happaess. 9 In 
this 11es the second of Bentham's principles ot law retoI'm; that 
the end of law 1s the promotion ot human happiness. Bentham's 
next principle was that all legislation should be intended to re-
move all restrictions on indIvidual lIberty not needed to protect 
the liberties of other individuals. He thought that the existing 
laws contained thousands of unnecessary restrictions on individ-
uals. He held that Utilitarianism could not function Wlless these 
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restriotions were removed. lO 
Bentham's middle class sentiments manifested themselves in 
several of h1s reform programs and particularly in the method by 
whioh he thought the law should be reformed. One of his major 
theories. that every man is to count for one and no man 1s to 
count for more than one, is certainly an outgrowth of the struggle 
for political equality of the middle class with the aristocracy 
and landed gentry. Another outgrowth of Bentham's middle olass 
baokground was not really conduoive to the good of society. He 
firmly opposed any restrictions that the state might place on the 
citizen's right to contraot, which led him to hold that usury 
Uoannot merit a place in the catalogue ot offences unless the con-
sent were either unfairly obtained or untreely. • • • nIl This de-
mand for freedom of contract led in a few years to the Combina-
tions Laws, which in theory allowed an individual to barkain for 
ot himself so that he could get his best advantaee. Actually, they 
seriously injured the working classes by not allowing them to bar-
gain colleotively or unite to obtain what was best tor the group 
involVed. Bentham's position on contracts undoubtedly stemmed 
from the tact that he came trom a family engaged in trade and had 
been dependent on the validity of individual contracts. 
Bentham's middle class heritage was also one ot the main 
lOaentham, Al"uth, P. 8. 
llBentham. XDtrQQy.gt;ton, p. 252, note 1. 
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factors in his choice of Parliament as an instrument of reform. 
He was convinced that reform would never come out of the legal pro-
fession. "Not an atom of this rubbish will they ever suffer to 
be cleared away. How can you expect they should? It serves them 
as a fence to keep out 1nterlopers.nl2 He was just as oertain 
that the judiciary could not be counted on as the leaders of re-
form. ttWhat Mr. Justice Ashurst nor Mr. Justice Anybody-else has 
over done or ever will do is teach what ii, from what is DQt. a 
libel ••• tt13 He mamtained that the judges were co-conspirators 
in the attempts of the legal profession 'to keep the law a secret. 
His middle-olass sentiments were the basis for his opposition to 
an inItiation of reform by the Crown, for the middle-olass had 
I 
struggled too long against the power of the Crown ever to sntrust 
it with a power that could be carried out by another agenoy. Par-
liament was his instrument of reform provided that Pa.rl~ment it-
self could be reformed. He bitterly attacked the theory~or vir-
tual representation. the same theory that had caused the American 
Revolution. It 'Happily for you' said Muley Ishmael once to the 
people of Morocco 'happily for you, you are bound by no laws but 
what have your virtual consent; for they are all made by your vir-
tual Representative, and I am he. IH14 This was Bentham's cynical 
l2Bentham, Truth, p. 8. 
l3.lQJ4 •• P. 9. 
14llU.si.. P. 10. 
comment on the way in which the liberties of Englishmen were ad-
ministered. 
Benthamite legal reforms always had three characteristics: 
they were humanitarian; they sought adequate protection for the 
rights 01" individuals; and they sought to extend personal freedom. 
Among his humanitarian measures were those for the abolition 01" 
the stocks and the pillory, as well as laws against cruelty to an-
imals. The whole program of legal reform as well as the special 
programs for the reform ot court procedure and the rules ot evi-
dence can be traced to his desire to protect human rights. Also 
in this group can be placed the various attempts to reduce the 
exorbitant legal costs ot the day. To extend personal freedom he 
promoted the abolition ot slavery and the broadening of habeas 
corpus. 
Bentham considered all legislation evil since it- intrlnged on 
of 
personal liberty; he contended that it is the legislator's prime 
duty to see that the evil 1ntlieted by the law is less than the 
evil that would exist it the law were not made. l 5 He goes on to 
state that legal eVils actually produce good in that the only ones 
hurt by the laws are evildoers who would not have been hurt had 
they behaved properly .. 16 Bentham reminds the legislators that 
their duty is to make laws, not to try to establish norms ot 
... 
1 'Bentham, Theo;:y, p. 48. 
16~., P. 53. 
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morality. He considered tbat morality was more encompassing than 
law, and that it was able to set rules in matters that legislation 
could not touch. He urged that legislation be arrived at by a 
process of reasoning and that the reasoning not be based on an-
tiquity, authority of religion, fear of innovation, arbitrary def-
initions, metaphors, legal fictions, or the prejudices of society. 
The only base he would accept as proper for legislative thinking 
was that provided by the system of Utilitarianism. l7 
This has been a short explanation of Bentham5.te philosophy 
and its general program ot legal. and soc·tal reform. The section 
of Bentham's thought that will be considered in detail is that 
\ihich deals with the reform of the penal c odes. Bentham divided 
the penal code into three parts: the first deals with the nature 
of crimes; the second covers preventive measures; the third treats 
. 
of the theory of punishment. 
Bentham considered an offence to be either an act wl1ich vio-
lates an existing law or an act Which should be legislated 
against. Offences were put into four classes: 
1. Those \vhich injure a particular person, or parsons, other 
than the malefactor. These are called private offences. 
2. Those in whieh the malefactor injures only himself. These 
are reflexive offences. 
3. Actions which if they take place will injure a part of the 
co~~unity, or semi-public offences. 
4. Those offences which affect the whole community or an un-
determinable portion of the community. and are called public of-
fences. 18 
This grouping seems to cover all the segments of society 
that can be injured by a crime and is a workable base for the 
building of a legal system. 
Bentham listed the various ways 1n.1fJhich the several groups 
can be injured. Private offences are those which injure an indi-
vidual in his body, his property" his reputation, his condition 
(that is his civil and social relationships) or any two or more ot 
the preceding. Heflexive offences damage the Qffender in the same 
way that private offences injure the person otfended. Semi-public 
crimes fall into two classes: those which in some way can lead to 
a disaster or calamity--th1s is the type of crime committed when 
of 
a plague bearer breaks quarantine; the second class are those con-
tained in acts of pure ~lice directed against any group of per-
sons particularly a religious or social group_ Semi-public of-
fences need only the overt act and the malicious intent or negli-
gence to be crimes. They do not need to bEl completed successfully. 
Bentham set up so many types ot public offence that it would be fu-
tile to atteD~t listing them here; it is sufficient to say that 
they are generally actions that endanger either the security or 
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the author ity of the state. 
Bentham listed many circumstances \lh1c11 tend to increase or 
diminish the severity of the crime. \fuile they are undoubtedly 
useful to the legislator and the judge; they do not require a de-
tailed treatment here. It 1s adequate for our purposes to state 
that Bentham considered that the magnitude of a crime should be 
judged aocording to the position of the criminal, the amount of 
alar~ engenderod by the crIme, tho justification for the offence, 
and whether the crime is a simple one or a compound of two or 
more. 19 
In his discussion of crime prevention, Bentham advanced the 
theory that the prime ftUlctlon of legislation is the prevention of 
crime. He held that 1tlhen total prevention is impossible it should 
be the intention of' the legislature to provide a system by-which a 
crime in progress can be suppressed before it gets out ot hand. 
ot 
This sUgeestion, of course, applies almost exclusively to publie 
and semi-public offences. Be considered reparation, satisfaction, 
and/or punishment tor a crime already committed to be preventive 
measures ot sorts in that they might prevent potential criminals 
from acting., lest they be brought under the penalties of the law. 
Bentham treated plUlishl!lIant separately and his treatment shall be 
followed in this chapter. 
The systems Bentham proposed for directly preventing and 
suppressing crimes were in the wain dependent on the act:ion of the 
judiciary. They required that a judge act if he had the slightest 
suspicion that an individual had a criminal intent. It 1s rather 
amazing to see that Bentham proposed a measure that would infringe 
so greatly on the right of individuals. He stated that all citi-
zens had a duty to prevent the cOll1l-:1issioll of any crime that might 
take place in their presenoe. The ideas expressed in this section 
are, generally speak:ing, not too practioab1e. The only one that 
was really worthwhile was a plan tor dispersing mobs in other ways 
than by the reading of the Riot Act. 
His ideas on reparation and satisfaction, whUe not easy to 
put into practice, were on the whole quite sound. He defined sat-
isfaction as Ita good received in consideration of a damage suf-
fered. It the question relate to an offenoG, satisfaction is an 
equivalent given to the party injured on account of t~e 4amage he 
has sustained. tf20 He listed six kinds of satisfaction wl1ioh can 
actually be reduced to three major types and an alternate method. 
The first 1s by material reparation either in cash or in kind. 
The second method. to be used in the case ot libels, requires that 
the offender publish the truth ot the matter and do whatever else 
might be necessary to restore the good name ot the injured party. 
The third method requires punishment in a physical way for doing 
phYsical injury or by making the offender ridiculous (by means of 
20~., PP. 280-281. 
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court imposed actions or costumes) for humiliating some one else. 
The alternate method is intended primarily for use in material 
reparattons and requires that a person in authority, though not 
actually a party to the crime, assume the liability for crimes 
co~~1tted by people under him. This would require that the lia-
bilIty be met by parents for minor children, by masters for serv-
ants, and by husbands for wives, This alternate method would also 
require the state to make sat1sfaction if the offender 1s too poor 
or if, ,us in the case of a war, no particular pe~son can be proved 
to have done the damage. 
In o.~.scussing reparation for :insults or libels, Bentham held 
that some satIsfaction must be iL1med1ately settled upon because 
I 
the only solution extant at the time he wrote was that to be ob-
tained by dUel1ng,21 He objected to dueling because it ga~e no 
certainty of satisfaction. He barely mentioned that it was ille-
gal in the EnGland of his time and hEt totally ignored thi abuses 
that duelmg \vas subject to. He also failed to mention the immo-
ralIty of tak:1.n.g another person· s life in this manner. 
The primary difficulty in his system of reparations was that 
it was almost impossible for him to find a way of satisfaction 10 
cases where it could not be done in cash or in kind. Even in 
cases of material damage it is sometimes difficult to set a value 
on articles that are of great rarity or that have a particular 
sentimental value. Bentham tried to avoid this difficulty by sug-
gesting that judges should be allowed wide latitude in setting 
reparations. 
Bentham next took up the question of punishments and stated 
that the legislator, when considering the subject, should propose 
to himself the following: 
1. His first, most extensive, and most eligible object, is to 
prevent, in as far as is possible, and worthwhile, all sorts 
ot offences whatsoever; in other words, so to manage, that no 
offence whatsoever may be committed. 
2. But it a man must needs commit an offence ot some kind or 
other, the next object is to induce him to comm1tt an offence 
~ m1schevious. ratbe~ than one ~ m1schevious: in other 
words, to choose always the·le§§t mischevious of two offences 
that will either ot them sl11t his purpose. 
3. ltl}hen a man has resolved upon a particular offence, the 
next object is to dispose him to do nQ ~ mischief than is 
U~ges§a:l to his purpose: in other words to do as little mis-
chler as is consistent vith the benefit he has in view. 
4. 'fhe last object is, whatever the Llisch1ef be which it 1s 
~1~1~:~~ to prevent, to prevent it at as cheap a rate,as pos-
f 
This sotmds as though it were a discussion of prevention 
of 
rather than of punishment. but it must be remembered that Bentham 
considered punishment to be a branch of prevention. He stated 
that !I the principle end of punishment is to prevent like offenoes. 
vfuat is past is but one act; the future is infinite. The offer.ee 
already committed conce~us only a Single individual; similar of-
fences may effect all • • • however great may be the advantage ot 
the offence the evil of the punishment may be always made to out 
p 
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weigh it • .,23 Bentham stated that in proportioning the punishment 
to the offence great care should be taken that the more doubtful 
the chance of mflicting punishment the greater should be the 
severity ot the punishment inflicted. He also stated that when 
two crimes are commonly committed in connection, the greater ot-
fence must carry a proportionately greater punishment so that the 
maletactor will commit only the lesser crime. The obvious example 
ot this is kidnapping and murder. The ~o crimes carry, in most 
states, the death penalty. Therefore. there is no reason whY kid-
na!.)pers should let their victims .live to be witnesses against 
them. From this, he developed the corollary that trivial of .... 
fenoes should c.arry trivial punishments. He also stated that 
I 
punishment ought to vary with condition--that is, according to 
age, sex, intelligence, fortune, social pOSition, and so fQrth. 
From these principles he derived a lesser rule which can be 
of. quite simply stated: punishment must be capable of being propor-
tioned according to the gravity of the crime (fines and imprison-
ment can be proportioned While death has a dreadful indivisibili .... 
ty). Punishments should be capable of being compounded if the 
crimes are oompounded. They must bear a. relation to the offence 
in form, when Possible, and always in motive. They must serve as 
a warning to the community. Punishments should produce no more 
evil than is necessary for the accomplishment of their goal and 
23Bentham, IheQrx, p. 272. 
they should be capable of remission or revocation. Their first 
purpose must be to reform the offender, 11" possible; and when that 
is not possible, they must be set up in such a way as to prevent 
him from again offending.. They should be of a nature that \"llll 
indemnify the injured party when possible. Punishment must never 
shock established prejud1ces.2~ Bentham went into great detail on 
the types of punishment that best suited certain crimes. In gener-
al, he favored fines and punishments that inflicted ignominY or 
dishonor and opposed capital pun1shm~nt as a very poor method that 
was excessively practiced. While holding that imprisonment was 
good because it could be proportioned, he opposed it until such 
time as the English prisons were retor~ed.. In a statement that is 
vaguely reminiscent of some modern penologists, he charged that 
"an ordinary prison is a school in wh1ch wickedness is taught by 
. 
surer means than can ever be employed for the 1nculca.tio~ of vir-
tue .. 1t25 Bentham attempted to remedy this situation and in his 
book Pin2Rt.C9n set down the plan for a new type ot prison. The 
scheme is qu1te interesting in that he attaches an unusual impor-
tance to such mechanical details as the sbape of the building and 
the system to be used for watching the prisoners. 1·1ajor parts of 
his plan called for vocational tra1n1ng and moral guidance along 
Utilitarian lines. In 1800, he offered to supervise the construe-
24Jeremy Bentham, ~ RatloI1fl.le Ql. Puni§iJm~~ (London, 1830), 
PP. 32-55. 
25Bentham, Theo+:z, P. 352. 
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t10n and operation of such a prison but nothing ever came of the 
plan. 
Benthamite legal reform must be rated as a good attempt to 
claar up a messy situation but it had several defects tl~t kept it 
from being a final solution. Ona of its greatest drawbacks was 
Bentham's materialistic approach to ethics. He totally disregard-
ed the possibility that higher motives might lead a man to behave 
in a manner beneficial to society. Another defect was Bentham's 
rather strange attitude toward sex crimes. He opposed them only 
if they were accomplished through foroe or deceit or if they had 
an adverse effect on the population. fIe saw not~ling i.>lrong "lith 
perversion and approved of inf'ant1cide in certain cases. 
However serioUS these faults may be. they cannot detract from 
the fact that Bentham was the first man to present an organized 
f program of legal reform in modern England and that his thOUght was 
of 
~he first fresh breeze of the gale of reform that was to soon 
~weep over England. 
CHAPTEH V 
THE EA.-liLY LIFE OF SAMUEL ROHU,LY 
Where Bentham was interested in writing and studying in a 
qUiet scholarly atmosphere, Samuel Romilly was an exponent of a 
more active political lite. In this short sketch of his education 
and background from his birth until his entry into the House ot' 
Commons, we wUl see that he was in many \>Jays similar to Bentham 
even though they lived vastly different lives. Ilis legal philoso-
phy' '\:'ill only be considered in passing in this chapter and will be 
treated in greater detail in the next. Romilly left a large col-
lection of letters, diaries, personal papers and two short auto-
biographies that were edited by his sons and contain ~ w~alth of 
information about his lite. 
The Romillys were a Huguenot family which had migrated to 
England after the revocation of the Edict ot Nantes. They had 
been a family of some consequence, with a great amount of property 
and wealth, allot which they lost when they m1grated. Samuel's 
father, a London jeweler, returned to France and dwelt there for 
several years before coming back to England ,,,here he settled down 
and married the daughter of another Huguenot family_ Their :first 
six ch1ldren died in infancy; the next three lived. Samuel, born 
on htarch 1, 1757, was the youngest child. His mother was a perma-
nent invalid who had very little to do with the upbringing of her 
children and she is barely mentioned in his ,!;lritings. Romilly 
thought highly of his father who was a man of fine character, 
filled with tenderness and consideration for his children. 
Romil1y's early education was supervised by a Mrs. Margaret Fac-
quier, a relative of his mother. Unfortunately, Mrs. Facquier was 
a partial invalid, and when she was too. sick to care for the ch1l-
dren, Mary Evans, a tender, affectionate but not too intelligent 
servant, looked after them. She.oould do nothing to help the 
children develop intelleotually. One of the strongest factors in 
Homllly f s early youth was the tremendous stimulation along morbid 
I 
lines that his imagtnation received. Tho servants filled his head 
with tales of Witches, demons, and murders and he was stroq,gly im-
pressed by the pictures he found in the lives of the martYrs and 
in the Newgate Calendar. In his adult life he was never "able to 
free his mind from the awful fancies ot his youth. It is impos-
sible not to notice that Bentham and Romilly had almost the same 
difficulty in regard to their imaginations. Romilly also sutfered 
from a terrible fear that his father would die or be injured in 
some way. He admitted to taking a perverse delight in tormenting 
himself With these fears. l 
His father had a great attachment to the memory of his French 
lSir Samuel Romilly, }lemo*§ f4.. ~ Life .2t ~ 'liJmll B2m~­llz. ed. by his sons (London. 1 0). I~lO-l5. 
ancestors which led him. to \10rship in the Huguenot church in Lon-
don. At this time the churoh was old and in poor repair, the con-
gregation small, the m:lnister an ineffectual s.peaker. Due to these 
circumstances, religion made little impression on the youngster. 
This French influence led the elder Romilly to send his sons to a 
SC:1001 that's only claim to fame was the fact that a large number 
of children of Huguenot descent 'Were educated there. Perhaps edu-
cated is not the right word; for the school was poor. the master 
ignorant, and the education inferior. RomU1y loathed the school, 
the master, and most of his fellow students. Yet his father was 
determined that he should enter the legal profession. However. the 
only lawyer with Whom young Romllly was acquainted was a Mr. Lid-
, 
del, v/hose appearance and behavior were so disgu.sting that they 
repelled the youth. He persuaded his father to find him another 
. 
career. 2 At first his father tried to place h1m wit~ a famil1 
connection vlho was one of the heads ot a large cOl1lL'lerc1al house. 
Before all the arrangements could be made, the friend died. 
Romllly was given some training in both bookkeeping and jewelry 
"lork and for a time was employed in his father's business. He bad 
little work to do and was able to devote most of his time to read-
:lng particularly in ancient history. He taught himself Latin and 
studied the works of most ot the major Latin writers. An attempt 
to learn Greek without instrUction proved fut1le, and so he con-
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tented himself with reading translations of the '\>lorks of' the Greek 
masters. As time went on he was able to extend his readings so 
that he had a little Imowledge of almost an.Y: subject. 
After a few years in the jewelry business, Romil1y abandoned 
his aversion to law and decided to enter the profession. He hoped 
to become one of the Six Clerks in Chancery, a position that paid 
well and did not entail as much traveling as regular law. Accord-
ingly, at sixteen, he was a:)prentlced t~ i:lilliam Lally, a chancery 
clerk, for five years. He was not really interested in law and 
determined to pract.ice it only tQ provide for his income and to 
seek his fame by literary efforts. His friends had convinced him 
that he had great literary talent and they were at least partly 
I 
correct. His narrative writing is quite good. His style even on 
the l::ost difficult subjects is clear and simple. That he 'l.lculd 
, 
ever have become a great writer is impossible to det~rm~e, since 
none of his fiction or poetry has survived. 
Dur lug this period the old minister of the Huguenot church 
died and was replaced by a polished, effective, and learned speak-
er, John Itoget, a native of Geneva. Hoget and the I10rnilly family 
became quite familiar. Hoget introduced young Homilly to the 
philosophY of Ilosseau and the youngster was at first totally cap-
tured by these ideas. Although he later saw their errors, he al-
",ays held a certain fondness for them. Romilly and Boget corres-
ponded about philosophy, law, and other intellectual subjects for 
a great many years. It is from these letters that '!Jle get one of 
.----------=;\ 
our best insights into Romi11y's ideas on legal and sooial prob-
lems. Roget married Romllly's sister in 1778. 
Lally talked Romilly out of a literary oareer and his lack ot 
fortune, a deficiency whioh would be remedied in time, prevented 
him from buying the position of Clerk in Chancery. He was, there-
fore, forced to enter into the legal profession as a praeticj,ng 
attorney. Gray's Inn was the soene ot his legal studies and 
While there he used his spare time to resume his olassical studie& 
His health broke under the strain of his 'Work and he was forced to 
go to Bath to take the waters. On his recovery he returned to 
London and his studies just at the time the Gordon Riots were 
breaking out. The Inn' s ot Court 'WeI'S among the rioters' main 
targets. Gray's, which had a large number of CatholiCS, Was par-
ticularly marked for attaok. In order to protect themselVes, all 
f 
the residents were forced to set up an armed watch dur~ the 
riots and this strain proved too much for Romilly's newly recov-
ered health. However, his letters to Roget present a clear pio-
ture ot these trOUbled times and show in great detail the evils 
that can arise rrom prejudioe and bigotry.3 Rom1l1y was aston-
ished by the deceits and frauds that were used to inflame the mob. 
He was pleased by the ta.ct that the government used only legal 
means in ooping with the situation even thOUgh the rioters were 
:intent on breaking down the legal structure ot the country. These 
3~., Pp. 113-134. 
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letters to Boget show that whenever Romilly discussed a contro-
vorsial subject he presented both sides of the picture. This pro-
cedure is followed so regularly that any departure from it stands 
out in bold reliet. One example of a one-sided presentation takes 
place in a letter discussing the eVils attendant on the transplan-
tation of British law to India. It seems that the procedure was 
handled so badly that many Englishmen were deprived of their 
rights at the same time that the natives were being subjected to a 
legal system so complex that "years of study are requisite to 
enable even Englishmen to acquire a knowledge of it. tl4 Romilly 
described at great length the dangers that could come out of such 
a situation. This 1s probably h1s first statement on the eVils of 
misapplied laws. 
In the spring of 1781, Hom1lly took a vacation and trareled 
on the continent in the hope of recover mg his strength. Travel 
notes L~e up most of the contents of his biography and letters 
for this period. He was an acute observer who presented a clear 
picture of what he saw. He visited Paris, where he met Etienne 
Dumont, \",ho ,,,,as to be his friend for many years. Dumont, it 
should be remembered, edited much of the writings ot Bentham. He 
also met Diderot at this time and was for a time greatly impressed 
by h1m.. He soon changed his mind and after a feirl months he stated 
that atheists such as Diderot and DtAlembert ware a stupid and 
4l.'tUJl., P. 157. 
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pitiful group.5 The Dauphin was born whUe Romilly was in Paris 
and he had the opportunity to observe that While many people cele-
brated the birth they did so not out of joy but in obedience to 
the orders of the government. 
On returning to England, Homilly broke off his autobiography 
and did not resume it untll 1783. His letters tor this per led are 
not too important except for a few that contain long detailed dis-
cussions ot the proposals for peace with the United States. HO\,l-
ever, on.9 of these letters contains a brief statement of Rom1l1y' s 
views on the penal oode. Roget had written him a letter condemn~ 
the death penalty and Romllly answered with a defence of capital 
punishment in ce:r'tam crimes. He then went on to say that he was 
not satisfied with the criminal code of England, since it punished 
too many crimes with death. 6 Romi1ly was admitted to the bar in 
. 
the spring of 1783. vlhen shortly afterward Roget di~d the shock 
to Rom!lly was very great. He was forced to leave EnglaAd and go 
to Lausanne to attend to his \iidowed sister t s affairs and bring 
her back to England. On this trip he met Benjamul Franklin and 
was pleasantly surprised by the originality and frankness of this 
r emarlta bl e man. 
By the time Hom1lly returned to England the long vacation ot 
the courts was under way. As with most la\vyers, Romilly spent the 
5ITb-tAe, 198 ~ P. '. 
6l.lU4., PP. 278-279. 
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early years ot his career drawing up briefs and pleadings and 
scarcely ever appearing 10 court. His particular interest was 
still chancery law, but until he could build up a practice he was 
forced to take whatever work he could get. He therefore went on 
the circuits. He picked a small circuit near London so that he 
could hurry back to the Courts of Chancery it his presence were 
required. Since the Midlands circuit was small and not too active 
it drew an odd assortment of lawyers. The senior lawyer was a 
man named Hill, who thought that all statutes passed since the 
Revolution should be abolished. The mants contempt for any modern 
or scient1tic appr~ach to law knew no bounds.7 Another member ot 
the cirCUit is not identified, but simply referred to as a man 
I 
without talent, learning, or any other qualification for law. He 
was a great success however because be enjoyed the friendship of 
. 
an unidentified judge. None of the other attorneys o~ the circuit 
was in any way d1stinguished except Sutton. who later be!ame Chan-
cellor of Ireland aDd a peer. Although Romilly travelled this c~ 
cuit tor many years. he was never too satisfied with it. He did, 
however, become quite successful on it; he finally gave it up be-
cause 1t took too much t1me away trom his Chancery work. 
In l7~, Romilly's father d1ed ot a palsy. The son experi-
enced deep grief at this death, following as closely as it did 
upon the death at Roget. His father's death lett Romllly in good 
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financial position as did the death of a distant relat1ve who lett 
a large estate. During this year Rom1lly met the Count de Mira-
beau, who was in England to publish an attack on the Order ot the 
Cinoinnati. He requested Romilly to translate this work from the 
original French and during the course ot the translation the two 
became quite intimate. Mirabeau amazed Romllly with the ease and 
indifferenoe with whioh he made enemies as well as with the posi-
tive and intolerant way he had of asserting his theories. Through 
Mirabeau, Romilly met Lord Landsdowne, who pressed hlDl to write 
some work that might distinguish.him in the legal protession. 8 
This pressure led ~omilly to write his Qbservat10ns ~A lAt§ 
ryblio§'tton &rkitltd n.boyghts 9.D Ex,qy.j(iv§ JQ~t1ge. tf This was a 
rebuttal ot Madden's book and was published anonymously. His 
friends and associates who knew it to be his work praised l}im 
highly for it. He had previously published a traot on jaries, al-
so anonymously, so this was not his first piece ot legal ·writ1ng. 
The book did not draw much attention. and so Romilly temporarily 
laid aside his pen and returned to his practioe. A better grade 
of lawyers was beginning to appear on the Midlands cirouit and 
Romilly got a great amount ot enjoyment from their oompany. He 
began to attend the quarter sessions in Warwick to help build up 
his practice. 
During the long Vacation ot 1788 Roml1ly went to France to 
8ll21\l. t p. 88. 
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visit Dumont. They journeyed at length through the provinces and 
at last went to Paris, where Dumont introduced Romilly to many man 
who were soon to become frunous in the Revolution. They also met 
Thomas Jefferson, then serving as the United states' ambassador to 
France. While in Paris Romilly and some of his friends visited 
the hospital and prison at Bicetre. He was deeply shocked by the 
conditions he found there and wrote down his impressions of the 
place, giving this manuscript to Mirabeau who translated it and 
had it published under the title of ~Ittr' ~ VQlageur Angla~§ 
~l& PliSQD 41 BigetEJ_ It was suppressed by the Paris Police. 9 
RomUly was ~till in France '.',hen the King called the meeting 
of the Estates General. He commented on the great joy and enthu-
siasm with which this announcement was received. All members ot 
the educated classes thought that a new era ot peaoe and prosperi-
. 
ty was beginning and they were overjoyed that they m~ght~ be al-
lowed to take part in its birth. No one dreamed that thtt conven-
ing of the Estates would lead to the total extinction ot the exis~ 
ing order and the start of one ot the greatest periods ot turbu-
lence that the modern world has seen. However, Romilly listed an 
occurrence that clearly shows the possibility of danger coming 
trom the meeting of the Estates. The Count de Sarsfield wrote to 
Romllly and requested a book that explained the rules of order 
used in the House ot Commons, for the French bad never had occa-
sian to develop such rules nor did the Count feel that they had 
anyone qualified to draw up an order book. Romilly could not find 
a book that would suit the Count's needs since the only manual ot 
par11amentary procedure in England (that of Hatsell) omitted the 
normal rules on the ground that they were known to everybody and 
only gave the unusual rules. Therefore, Romilly. w1th the aid ot 
Sir Gilbert El110t and Mr. Leigh, the assistant clerk of Commons, 
drew up a set of rules. The French did not bother to use these 
rules and proceeded to make up parliamentary procedure as they 
went along, a circumstance which probably had a great deal to do 
with the confusio~ attendant upon the meeting of the Estates. 10 
Rom1lly brought out a small pamphlet full of enthusiasm tor 
I 
the revolution. He returned to France during the late summer ot 
1789. By this time the Assembly had done away with all t1thes and 
, 
feUdal rights, Rom1lly thought these actions were go~d.~but he 
did not care for the way in which they had been done. Ht! was con-
cerned because there had been no thought given to the consequences 
of these acts or to the rights of the individuals damaged by them. 
It 1s at this point that the autobiography comes to a tinal 
close, and the rest of Romlllyts career must be pieced out from 
his letters. During the next three or fotU' years most of his let-
ters are to Dumont, who was acting as the editor ot the CgU[11£ ~ 
PtQyenge. T~e letters deal almost exclusively with the Revolution 
lO~.t PP. 101-103. 
" and other associated topics. One oontains a defence of Bentham1s 
position on the stupidity of usury laws. In October of 1794 he 
wrote to a Madame G- and told her that his legal practice was in-
creasing rapidly and that he had twice turned down a seat in Com-
mons. ll 
The letters went on for a few more years and were devoted in 
the main to discussions of the Revolution and the wars that flowed 
from it. A letter to Madame G- written in 1798 announced his 
marriage and gave this glowing description ot his wifes "Were I to 
speak ot her only as she appears to mG. you 'WOuld imagine I was 
exercising my talents in drawing the model of temale perfection 
rather than describing a person Who really exists. u12 This gives 
a slight idea or the great love that Rom1l1y bore for his wite; it 
continued at this same tempo all through their lives, and when his 
wife d1ed Rom1l1y's lite also ended. 
He wrote to Madame G- again in September ot 1800 tootdescribe 
the riots that were then sweeping England. He lays part ot the 
blame for these outbreaks on the ideas generated by the French 
Revolution. He puts the major portion ot the blame, however. on 
the rise in prices caused by the war and profiteering. He ex-
pressed a great amount of sympathY for the poor wretches who were 
forced to starve or to resort to violence to obtain tood. 
ll.It2.1d •• p. 44. 
12 n'lo-t A 66 ~., p. • 
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In June of 1802 he wrote to Dumont who was just then finish-
ing his work on the Xri~tes .sli L~g131at:'Q1l. Romilly expressed 
great impatience as he awa1ted this important work. He went on to 
mention that Bentham was also eagerly awaiting the book so that he 
may "know what his own opinions are. tt13 
Romilly visited FranCe again in the late summer of 1802 and 
on this trip he kept a diary of sorts. While in France he bad the 
opportunity to visit the courts. where he notioed that judges were 
very highly skilled and exceptionally learned but he felt that the 
law did not give the prisoner any protection of his personal 
rights equivalent to that granted by the laws of England. He 
dined with Talleyrand and noted that he had taken on a very pre-
tentious air and laoked the charm and friendliness that had im-
pressed him on their first meeting. Bonaparte's behavior seemed, 
. 
to Homilly, to show a oontempt for the people. Napo~eo~'s counte-
nanoe seemed quite mild and Romilly thought that the oourt art-
ists who painted him tried to make him appear muoh more stern and 
impressive than he aotua1ly was. Roroilly was given an opportunity 
to be presented to the Emperor, but sinoe he oonsidered him to be 
a tyrant and usurper he excused himself' and did not a.ttend the re'" 
ception. The anti-English attitude then prevalent in France 
greatly attracted Romilly's attention. He found that the average 
Frenchman had a rather high op1nion of Pitt's abilities but 
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thought him to be continually attempting to trap the French into 
some ill-advised action. 
In the tall ot 1802 Rom1lly returned to England, and from 
that time until 1805 his lite was comparatively qUiet. In the 
latter year he was appotnted Chancellor of Durham. The appoint-
ment was controlled by the Bishop of Durham, who, While he had 
never met Romilly, had tormed a good opinion at him from reading a 
paper of his on the prevention of crue~ty to animals. This paper 
also brought Romilly to the attention ot several Cabinet ministers 
who were impressed favorably by his plan and promised to support 
it. 
The Prince of Wales offered Romilly a seat in the House of 
I 
Comcons shortly after he was made Chancellor of Durham. He did 
not deny that some day he would like to be a member but he, did not 
care at this time to give up his legal practice, whiqh was growing 
rapidly and making him a very wealthY man. Romilly was \1.so fear-
ful that the Prince would put too much confidence in him and de-
pend too much upon h~ thereby limiting his freedom of action. 
He wanted to buy his seat, rather than be indebted to any mants 
favor or committed to any man's cause. He handled himself so 
diplomatioally in this business that he maintained the friendship 
of the Prince and was empowered by him to act in the investigation 
of and the proceedings against the Princess Caroline. 
He was quite fortunate that he did not accept the Prince's 
offer for, on February 8, 1806, he was apPointed Solicitor General 
;8 
in the Grenville cabinet. Since he had done nothing to procure 
this position he felt that he could accept it vJithout committing 
himself too deeply to the Government t s program. On February 12, 
he was installed in his office and knighted. On February 21, he 
was elected to Commons by the town of Quaenborough. Sinoe the 
town was oontrolled by the Whig party he ran unopposed, the old 
member having stepped down to make room for him. 
This is the end of the blograph1ca~ sketch. From 1806 to the 
end of his life we shall consider only suoh of Rom11ly's actions 
as were devoted to the oause of legal reform, plus a few inc1dtlnts 
that bad a large bearing on his work. 
tie have seen in this chapter that Romilly was a highly rf:j-
I 
spected and quite able lawyer Who had made a favorable opinion on 
the ruling olasses entirely through his own efforts. He was an 
, 
earnest and hard-working man who had come from the lQwe~ middle 
class and had attained a position of great l/ea1th and :tnl'luence. 
He had traveled extensively and made the most of this opportunity, 
for he had become acquainted with many of' the great i)hilosophers 
and politicians of his time. Because of thiS, he was well in-
formed about the social and political theories current :in both 
England and Europe at this time. He had in several small 'iiays al-
ready distinguished himself as a reformer. His legal writings had 
drawn favorable cOlilment. Considering all these thmgs, it is ob-
vious that he was in a good position when he entered COmfJons for 
he had already cade his reputation and had support in high places 
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that was not paid for by political subjec"t1on to the wishes ot 
these patrons. These factors coupled with his financial inde-
pendence allowed him a treedom ot action rarely found in political 
figures and indispensable to a reformer. 
The only things that could be counted against him were his 
health which could not be considered as very good, his emotional 
nature, and his lack of practical political experience. 
Balancing these things a.gainst each other, his abilities 
outweighed his deficiencies. He Was in an excellent position to 
\vork tor any reforms that he might choose. 
CHAPTER VI 
ROHILLY' S THEORY OF REFORM 
Romllly's theories were not so well organized nor so lengthy 
as those ot Bentham. lie did not intend them to be pr inciples for 
the guidance of others as was the case with Bentham; they were 
simply rules of thumb designed to guide" one in the making ot law. 
His system is intensely practical and quite simple. It is a sys-
tem designed to worlt in the Courts ot Law and has a certain legal 
crispness and finality to it. 
The system differs from Bentham's in that'there is no single 
book or group of books devoted entirely to expounding it. The ba& 
ie ideas are scattered through Romilly's speeches, letters~ and 
" f 
parliamentary diary. The only book Romilly v~ote totally devoted 
to the reform ot the legal system Was his 09s~tXitlQD~ QD ~ 
Crl~1nal ~ ~ EnglAAQ, and this was only a panphlet attacking 
the excessive number of crimes that carried the death penalty. 
Romilly was also opposed to the confused code ot law, the abuses 
of power, cruel and unusual punishments, and unnecessary lU"vIS that 
were all prevalent in his day; unfortunately, the arguments he put 
forth against these evils are scattered through pages devoted to 
personal reminiscences and political history. 
His primary concern was with punishments. This was in his 
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opinion the crucial point of the whole procram of law reform, for 
it punishment could be l)rought into proportion the other abuses 
would either disappear or become so rare as to cause no trouble. 
He was very interested in removing certain outmoded and unneeded 
laws, but this was secondary to his main efforts. Nor were his 
interests confined just to the home islands but encompassed the 
,.rhole empire and all its inhabitants, both slave and tree. Unlike 
Bentham, he had little interest 1n lega~ affairs outside of the 
empire and he was not inclined to compose model law codes for any 
and every nation. • 
At best, Romilly would have experienoed great diffioulties in 
his attempts to get his reform program through Parliament. HoW-
I 
ever, the circumstanoes ot the age weighed so heavily against him 
that he actually ta1led to accomplish more than a fragment,ot what 
he attempted. Fortunately, his supporters oarried on atter his 
death and brought his plans to a f1nal success, One ot his major 
problems was that the publio and even Parliament were so absorbed 
by the wars that they were apathetic to his program. He also sut-
fered from the legal influence ot the French Revolution which 
turned many Englishman against liberal or reform measures. The 
little interest in. reform was limited to the removal of tho civil 
disabilities ot Dissenters and Catholio Emanoipation. These two 
questions took up the first thirty years of the n1n~tc~nth ef;.u:i,tu·y 
and extended back into the eighteenth. Allot these militated 
against Romilly. At the beginning ot his parliamentary career he 
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rarely had the opportunity to address more than a bare quorum in 
the House. As the years went by, he began to receive public at-
tention and gather support; he finally acquired a few disciples. 
Romllly· s main premise was that uno principle seems to be 
more clear than this, that it is the certa1nty much more than the 
severity, of punishments which renders them erfacious."l He ad-
mits that this axiom is taken trom the writings of Beccaria, the 
Italian legal reformer of the eighteenth century. :Hadden, Paley, 
and Bentham had all presented this principle to the English peo-
ple (with different interpretations ot course) so it Was nothing 
new nor startling. Objectively this pr1nciple seems quite true, 
and has the obvious corollary that uno man would steal what he 
was sure he would not keep; no man 'Would by a voluntary act, de-
prive himself ot his liberty, though but tor a few days.tt2 This 
then is the whole basis ot his system of legal refor~--l~ght pun-
ishments invariably given rather than dreadful ones rarely used. 
Rom1l1y devoted a major part of his writings to cons1dering 
the purpose ot punishment. Be came to the conclusion that it was 
threetold--to 1ntliot terror on society, to prevent the criminal 
from again otfending; and to reform 'the offender. 3 This bears a 
lSir Samuel Romilly, Ib! SPIIChtl ~ ~ Samuel R2mt~lz (Lon-
don, 1820), It 39. 
2Sir Samuel Romilly, Ob§eryation§.Qll ~ Cr~mJnaJ, .Lil!l S2l. 
EnglaD4 (London, 1810). p. 21. 
3.Rom1l1y, gpeeche§. I, 247. 
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striking similarity to Bentham's statements on the same subject 
but it is much more concise. One of Romillyls major complaints 
was that while capital punishment definitely accomplished the sec-
ond of these prinoiples it did not always accomplish the first, 
and of course it could not acoomplish the third. It is impossible 
to reform a corpse. The first purpose of pun1shment was but rare-
ly accompl1shed tor the laws were so otten unenforced that they 
lost all poss1bility ot terror and instead inspired d1sgust. An 
example ot th1s lack of enforcement can be found in the statute 
that made it a cap1tal felony to steal to the value ot ,9. from 
bleaching grounds in England or to the value at lOs. from those in 
Ireland. The law was actually a dead-letter because the owners ot 
these yards would rarely prosecute. They would rather be robbed 
than risk sending a man to the gallows tor such a tr1vial offence. 
When they d1d prosecute, they found witnesses would n?t ~est1ty 
and the oourts would not convict.4- Sinoe the oriminal element ot 
the two countries knew about this strange situation and took ad-
vantage ot it, a law designed to terrify beoame an invitation to 
rob. There were many other laws of this same type. 
Romllly charged that the penal system did nothing in the wa:r 
of reform and this can be easily proved by considering the types 
of non-capital punishments then 1n vogue. The first alternative 
to the gallows was transportatio~ generally to Australta~ ~O~4-
4 
times to the tvest Indies, and usually for seven years •. Th1s sys-
tem suffered trom two defects. The first was that many indiv1d~ 
who were transported had served part of their sentence in England 
and therefore they had only a short tMne to serve in Australia and 
the other colon1es; these persons were generally city-dwellers and 
needed long per10ds of agricultural training before they became 
useful in the colonies. By this time their sentence was uP. The 
second difficulty was that, as long as ~ore criminals were sent 
out, there was no opportunity for the freedmen to gain employment 
in the colonies. They had to return to England. The ir poverty, 
however, made this difficult; and when they got back to the cities 
their farm training was valueless. As a result it became true 
I 
that ttcrim~:nals return to their native land far more desperate and 
depraved than when they left it,,'" 
The English prisons, considered from a standpOint ot ability 
to reform, were as bad a& 1£ not worse than, transportatIon. 
There were two types ot pr1aon--regular ones somewhat like the 
ones we have today in physical structure and the hulks. Most 
prisoners were sent to the hulks--old dismantled warships anchored 
in the Tllames. They were not designed to accomoodate the numbers 
they contained, even in the basic necessities of 11te--certainly 
not to provide room for the facilities necessar.:v' for moral and vo-
cational guidance. The regular prisons were almost ~s b&d. 7h&y 
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differed trom the hulks only in that they were not so damp or 
overcrowded. In these places oriminals were thrown with no regard 
to age, type of orime, or even mental stability, making them bree~ 
ing places for the worst vices and training sohOols for the great-
est orimes. Rom1l1y, greatly conoerned with suoh problems, made 
continuous pleas for prison reform. 
His greatest attacks, however, were reserved for the exoes-
sive number of capital punishments provided for in the penal code. 
In his opinion English Law ttmay, indeed, be said to be written in 
blood 116 • • • He did not, as some ot his opponents oontended, 
think that the death penalty should be totally abolished; rather, 
it should be used against the criminal who would not submit to 
other forms of punishment, who escaped, or who, upon release, re-
newed his course ot or1me. 7 Romillyalso thought that oertain 
crimes were so enormous as to deserve and necessitate-the exeou-
.. 
tion ot the oriminal but these, he held, were very few in number. 
He contended that to make many crimes punishable by death 
was to make them all equal in the eyes ot the law. There was thus 
no distinction between stealing 5s. and oommitting high treason 
exoept in the way the body would be treated atter death. To that 
group which argued that laws were only intended to be enforced to 
their full extant in extreme cases and that in normal circumstan-
~omll1y, lLUJ., I, 279. 
7.l.l2J4., p. 278. 
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cas the judges \oJould use their discretionary powers to mitigate 
the sentence, he answered that while the judges were men ot hones-
ty and learning they could not be expected to be so well informed 
on all details of both the crime and the criminal as to be certain 
of inflicting the death penalty always and only when justif1ed. 8 
Romilly thought that this discretional use ot death penalties was 
bad in that it encouraged criminals to speculate on the sentences 
that might be given for a crime they intended to comm1t. Some 
criminals had studied the matter w1th such care that they were 
able to pick the time and place for their law-breaking so that, it 
caUght, they would be tried by a judge noted for his leniency. 
Conversely, first offenders were otten executed simply because 
I 
they were tried before what were called in the early days ot the 
American \'1est t t'hangmg judges. n Another danger Romilly ~aw in 
this excessive number ot death sentences was that many or the men 
condemned expected to be pardoned or at least to have th~ir sen-
tences commuted by the government. Therefore, the offender would 
ignore the judge's exhortation to prepare himself for death and 
would delude himself with the hope ot delivery. Then, it among 
those actually ordered to be exeouted, he would become so despond-
ent or so enraged that he would reiuse the consolation of reli-
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gion. 9 Romilly also thought that pardons were granted on the 
~~ong grounds and that the consideration that moved the government 
should be who deserved mercy rather than who should be made an 
example. 10 
Another of Romilly's complaints against the system of capital 
punishment came from the method in whioh exeoutions were carried 
out. Prisoners were taken in groups and executed publicly amid 
scenes ot gaiety and celebration. The crowds t~~t turned out came 
to be ~~used by a spectacle of human sutfering. They lcnew little 
and cared less whY the men on the scaffold deserved death. Romil-
1y thought that in some way the people should be made acquainted 
with the reasons tor the execution, Which would have a consider-
I 
able effect in carrying out the princ1ple that punishment should 
so terrify the populace as to make them afraid of committing 
. 
crimes. ll Another point about these public executio~s ~ that 
they offered magnif1cent opportunities for all the pick-~ockets 
and prostitutes or the area. 
aomilly also thought that in the overly large number ot capi-
tal punishments there was a great danger to the Whole framework of 
the English legal system. As we mentioned in the section on 
Blackstone, English juries had on occasion returned verdicts that 
9Romll1y, Qpeechee, I, 242. 
lOaom111y, ObOIryat1ons, PP. 31-32. 
lliQid •• P. 23. 
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were clearly opposed to the truth rather than risk sending a nwm 
to his death for a comparatively minor crime. Blackstone bad de-
fended this action as a "pious perjury.tI Romilly insisted that 
any legal system which forced honest men to deny the truth and to 
violate their oaths would end 1n destroying its own purposes. 12 
It 1s obvious that such a system instead of strengthening and re-
inforcing the moral structure of the nation. could only end in 
destroying it by making men pit their emotions and sensibilities 
against their ethical concepts. Romilly saw that the crisis was 
fast approaching and that positive action had to be taken lest 
there should be a moral disaster. 
Romilly, Lmlike Bentham, never attempted to set up a definite 
I 
system of proportioning the punishment to the crime. All that he 
did was to lay down a few principles and condemn certain types of 
. 
punishment; his most important principle would appea~ t~ be that 
\I the best punishments are those which lntlict the least 13uffering 
on the convict. but inspire the most terror in others. tt 13 His 
position was that the excessive severity of the English law had 
long been tried and had had little success. It was obvious that 
the number of crimes was increasing and that further brutality in 
punishment was revolting to the sensibilities of the English peo-
ple. Therefore, the law needed to be reborn :in mercy. He hoped 
12Romilly, apeeghes, II, 41. 
13~., If 279. 
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tl~t this rebirth would lead people to cooperate with the law en-
forcement agencies and to assume cheerf.ully the citizens' obliga-
tions to support the forces of lati and order and to oppose all 
violations of the peace. 14 If this "/ere to be accomplished, 
Romilly thought, capital punishment tlshould never be resorted to 
bu-t where the pub1.ic security requires it. ltl, tt\'lliat the public 
safety requires is ·that crimes should be prevented by the dread of 
death. whenever the dread of a lesser evil will not be effica-
cious. In no other way can the public safety require the death ot 
any individual. 16 Romilly, as we have seen, opposed both the ter-
rible penal institutions of his day and the idea of transporta-
tion; solitary confinement he considered to be too terrible a 
punishr,esnt and one too easily a bused. 17 
Rom1l1y made only a few constructive suggestions concerning 
. 
prison reform, since his main interests 't1ere to remov~ t~e abuses 
current in his day. He made vigorous attempts to end ovtrcro'Wded 
conditions and enforced idleness, which were considered unavoida-
ble by most of his generation. He wanted cpm1nals to be segre-
gated according to age, sex, and type of crime, to be given moral 
and vocational gUidance While in prison and to be supervised for a 
l4-l.l2id., p. 351+. 
l'nomillY, Opseryat1ogs, P. 31. 
16ll2.dQ.., p. 34-. 
l7Romilly, Spee<cAilh I, 262-280. 
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time atter their release. Several times he proposed in COII'Jnons 
that committees be set up to investigate prison conditions. He 
also attempted to have carried into effect some ot the prison-
reform law passed in the early years of the reign of George III 
and allowed to 11e dormant ever since. He attacked severely the 
vicious penal practices used in the British Arny. He particularly 
opposed the habit of excessive flogging. One can. see hjJn shudder-
ing when he mentions sentences of ,00 to 1000 lashes. Since no 
man could possibly endure a beating so vicious, the floggings 
were stretched out for days or weel~. A doctor would take the 
prisoner's pulse all during the flogging and stop it at the last 
possible moment. The prisoner would be allowed to rest until he 
regained his strength and then the process \1ould be rHpeated. 
This barbaric spectacle so revolted Romilly that he termed. it 
worse than death.18 • 
.. 
He continually and strenuously opposed any attempts to de-
prive Englishmen of their civil rights. In 1810 a case arose con-
cerning a 1,Ir. Gale Jones, secretary of a small debating society, 
who had posted notices advertising a discussion that his society 
would conduct concerning the sincerity of the Parliamentary in-
vest1gation of the military disaster at \1alchern. lIe "las o.rrested 
by order or the Speaker ot Commons and imprisoned for "gross 
l8RomillYt ~4J'~, II, 19 and 27-28. 
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breeches of the pr 1veleges at th1s House, tt 19 and held without 
trial. The normal procedure in such cases was for the offender to 
present himself before the bar of Commons on his knees and beg 
the forgiveness of the House. Mr. Jones, evidently considering 
the exercise ot freedom of speeCh to be no violation of the law, 
would not present himself. Instead, he chose to remain in prison. 
Rom1l1y rose in the House to speak in his behalf. He reminded the 
members that justice is best tempered w;th mercy and went on to 
say that the mind cannot be forced. "The greatest tyranny--the 
most impotent tyranny, 1s that which attempts to influence the 
work:1ngs of the human intellect; it is an attempt which Justice 
contemns. and which power has seldom made but to its own de-
l 
feat. tt20 Unfortunately, the motion for Jones' release was lost 
and Sir Francis Burdett. the member for Westminster who ha4 origi-
nally made the motIon, was comm1tted to the Tower for. attacking 
the Government's act10n in an article in Cobbett's Weekbi Rlg1lt~ 
Rom1l1y also supported attempts to lift the disqualificat10ns 
against Catholics. When running for Parliament from Br1stol, 
where strong anti-Cathol1c feelings existed. he stated that he op-
posed the various religious laws "not on account ot Catholics 
alone, but because I considered that it would naturally lead to 
the removal of all those disabilities under wh1ch dissenters ot 
xv. 
19T. C. Hansard, lbI far1iAmgPtary Debitgs (London, 1820), 59. 
2oaomilly, ~pge9bes, I, 230-231. 
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every description from the established church now labour."21 This 
attitude had a great deal to do with his subsequent defeat in the 
election. Another ot his projects, one that met with no success, 
was to compensate prisoners tor the time they spent in jail prior 
to trial if they were not convicted. 
On several occasions Romilly attributed his philosophy ot le-
gal reform to Bentham. On one occasion when a Mr. Frankland, a 
tellow member, challenged him with being too much taken with Ben-
tham's philosophy, Romilly answered that "my errors have been 
traced to an author with whom I am, indeed, proud to be associat-
ed; • ., . and in futUl'e times when we and our differences are 
alike forgotten in the grave, thisacquisit10n to English phlloso-
I 
phy will be olaimed and its merits duly appreciated by this coun-
try. n22 
On many occasions differences arose between the ~wo_ Most ot 
these misunderstandings were caused by Bentham's lack ottpraetical 
political experience. He thought Rom1l1y was not pushing the re-
form program with sufficient vigor. Romilly was forced to maneu-
ver in Commons in order that his reform measures would have the 
best chance ot passing. At times Bentham became angry at Romilly 
and attacked him viciously. v!hen the latter stood for Westminster 
in 1818, Bentham assaUed him as an unfit candidate. Romilly, usee 
2lRomllly, ~, III, 32. 
22Romilly, Sp§ecb~s. I, 342. 
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to such attacks, passed it off by saying ot Bentham nhe 1s too 
honest in his polities to sutfer them to be influenced by any eon-
siderations of private friendship.,,23 Romilly was right in his 
estimate of the situation. for as soon as the election 'Was over 
Bentham made efforts to reestablish their friendsh1P and Rom1l1y 
aecepted his overtures. This example is typieal of what happened 
often. Romilly never let these outbursts of pique bother him. 
Romilly often suffered the charge 9f being motivated by mis-
taken notions of humanity. He did not consider this to be a re-
proach, but he denied being moved primarily by sentiments of hu-
manity. On one occasion he said that he was moved primarily to 1 
gal reform in order to get laws that would be more likely to sup-
I 
press crime than the existing ones. 24 He did, however, admit to 
having some humanitarian motives, quite noble ones. It I ha'Ve long 
thought that it was the duty of every man, unmoved either by bad 
of 
report or by good report, to use all the means which he possesses 
of advancing the well being of his fellow creatures, and I know 
not any mode by which I can so e.ffect1vely advance that well be-
ing, as by endeavoring to improve the criminal laws of my coun-
try.,,25 
23Romilly, ~. III, 36,. 
24Romllly, Speesbe§, I, 238. 
2':tb~., P. 318. 
CHAPTER VII 
ROMILLY'S REFORM MEASURES 
Almost as soon as he had taken his seat in Commons, Rom1l1y 
began his work to\vard reform. Or course, as a ~ junior member, 
he did not at once assume a position of leadership on the floor; 
rather he supported other reformers and"tried to use his influence 
to help clear up some bad situations. 
One of his first moves, within two months of his entering the 
House, was to try to persuade Grey, the First Lord of the Admiral-
ty, to end cruel and unusual punishments in the navy. Grey neatly 
avoided the issue by contending that interference with the methods 
of discipline during time of war would be bad for the service. l 
f 
In early May he spoke both in support of Wilberforce's bills 
of 
to end the slave trade and :in favor of removing some of the loop-
holes in the Bankruptcy Laws. This latter bill proved successful. 
At the end of January, 1807, he moved a bill to make freehold 
estates assets for the payments of debts even though the debtor 
had died. The merchant classes supported the bill but the landed 
gentry formed a spirited opposition and the measure met defeat. 
He amended the bill by making it apply only to persons in trade 
lRom1l1y, .w.s, II, 134-13,. 
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and in this way it passed without opposition. The gentry were 
afraid that if this bill \iare applied to them it would lead to the 
destruction of their class by ending primogeniture. It is diffi-
cult to see how they arrived at this conclusion. 
In May ot 1808, he moved to abolish the Elizabethan statutes 
defining picking pockets as a capital offence. At the same time 
he moved that those tried for telonies and acquitted should be 
compensated for the time spent in prison betore tr1al. The first 
bill passed after much debate. Parliament was prorogued betore 
the second could be attended to.· The same session, it should be 
noted, passed a bill making oyster stealing a capital felony. 
Romilly opposed it but to no avail. 
In the session of 1809 he did nothing of importance, but in 
1810 he brought in several important bills Which we shall briefly 
mention here and consider more tully in the chapter on o~position 
of 
to reform. He moved that the death penalty be removed from such 
crimes as shoplifting to the value of 5s. and stealing to the 
value of 40s. in dwellings or in vessels in rivers. The bills 
would have changed the maximum sentence to transportation. The 
bills relating to hou.ses and ships were defeated and that dealing 
with shops was passed in Commons but lost in Lords. At the time 
that he became involved in the Gale Jones case mentioned above, he 
moved that a committee be set up to inquire into the conditions of 
prisons. Although this was defeated, the House voted to consider 
the matter in the next session. He also supported bills to alle-
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vlate oonditions in Irela.nd, and to eliminate bribery and corrup-
tion in Parliamentary elections. 
Rom1l1y took the unusual step in the session ot 1811 of sup-
porting a bill to make a new capital felony. It was to be imposed 
on those who took part in the slave trade or who outfitted ships 
tor the slave trade. He again brought in his bills ot the last 
session about stealing. In stlll another bill he proposed to re-
move the death penalty tram the crime o~ stealing from bleaching 
yards. At the same ttme he presented a petltion from the great 
majority of the yard owners in support ot his bill. Allot these 
passed Comn~ns but only that respeoting bleaohing grounds passed 
Lords. He was successtul in having a commlttee tormed to investl-
I 
gate the effeets ot transportation and imprisonment 1n the hulks. 
This committee also was charged to study the posslbllity of build-
ing new prisons of a modern type. He achieVed a notablefvictory 
0« 
when he blocked the passage of a bill that would in etfect have 
made the inmates of poorhouses the slaves of the directors. 2 
]n the session of 1812 he obtained the passage of a bill to 
remove the death penalty inflioted on soldiers and sailors who 
begged L~ the streets without a pass trom a magistrate or tram 
their commanding officer. Further he supported a bill, which 
Parliament passed, to reform the military code by allowing courts 
martial to give prison terms where formerly they were restrioted 
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to corporal punishment. He also secured a bill for the investiga-
tion of conditions in the jail at Lincoln. 
In l813t Romilly again proposed his shoplifting bill which 
once more passed the Commons. sutfering defeat in the Lords. He 
also moved that the penalty of corruption of the blood be removed 
along with that part of the treason sentence that required the 
convict to be dra~r.n and quartered. The former was lost in commit-
tee and the latter was never brought in for a third vote. 
Again in 1814 he proposed removal of corruption of blood. It 
passed but was amended so that it did not apply to traitors, mur-
derers, or aocomplioes to murder. The bill to modify the penalty 
for treason was passed in the guise of a bill abolishing drawing 
but permitting quartering. The only argument advanced in favor 
of retaining quartering was that it was the only means allowed to 
the Crown by the Constitution of ordering attainted t~a1tprs be-
headed. 3 It does not really make much difference to the traitor 
1£ he is beheaded after he is already dead. The barbarous act of 
desecrating a body can have a great effect upon the crOWd. How-
ever, the supporters of quartering remained firm. In October he 
resigned as Chancellor of Durbam because the pressures of his ex-
tensive legal practice and ot his political career did not allow 
him to attend to the duties ot Chancellor. 
Again in 1815, Romilly brought in his bill to make freehold 
3~., III, 100. 
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estates assets for the payment ot simple contract debts, which 
passed Commons and failed of passage in the Lords. He moved that 
the MutinY Bill be amended so that no court martial could order 
the infliction of more than one hundred lashes. The Judge Advo-
cate, Manners Sutton, asked him to withdraw the motion until the 
military authorities could be consulted. He acquiesced, stating 
he would bring the matter up in the next session. A Mr. Bennett 
brought tn the same bill later in the session, but Parliament was 
prorogued before it could be discussed. Very little was accom-
plished in this session due to Bonaparte's return and the Hundred 
Days. After Waterloo, Rom1lly went on a tour of the Continent. 
In 1816, he again moved the freehold estates bill. This as 
usual passed Commons and was defeated in Lords. The shOI)lifting 
bill went through the same process. Upon its re j action by, tha 
Lords, the Dukes ot Gloucester and Sussex entered a f~rmkl protest 
.. 
aGainst its rejectio~ The support of the royal dukes may have 
resulted from the fact that during the debate a ten-year-old boy 
surfe~ed the full rigors of this la~. For most of the session he 
busied himself with inquiring into reports that the French Protes-
tants were being persecuted by the Bourbons. 
In 1817 he unsuccessfully moved the amendment of the act 
which made it a capital felony to be found atter dark in posses-
sion of any equipment for oatching or killing game, and he strong-
ly opposed the bill for suspension ot habeas corpus, but to no 
avaU. 
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Again in 1818, Romilly brought in the shoplifting b11l. He 
was supported by Robert Peel, then Secretary ot state for Ireland, 
who pronised that if this bill passed he would move a similar bill 
for Ireland. It should be noted that Peel also proposed the re-
moval of' the death penalty from the Irish pickpocketing bill. 
Both bills unfortunately were lost. Rom11ly also became interest-
ed in trying to protect the rights of slaves in the West Indies, 
although success in this endeavour prov~d slight. 
On September 13. when l1rs. Homil1y was taken 111, her hus-
band became greatly worried. His diary from here on consists al-
most entirely of omissions and of one line statements. On Octo-
ber 29 his wife died. Completely overwrought'lhe lost his desire 
to live. In all probability his mind gave wa.y for on N('\v~.mber 2 
he slashed his throat. He and his wife were buried on the,tenth. 
At first Rom:11ly's record as a reformer does not look too 
impressive. of He proposed only a handful ot measures to ameliorate 
the criminal law; almost none of them passed. The few that did 
pass '-lere so amended that they did not fulfill their intended pur-
pose. But there are other factors to consider. This paper deals 
only with criminal 1al'1. It has mentioned only a few of the changa: 
he made in the civil laws, and only one of his efforts to improve 
the poor laws. It takes no account of his attempts to reduce le-
gal costs and to speed up court actions. 
Also in estimating the success of Romilly as a reformer his 
influence on others through his writings and his actions must be 
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considerod. This ,\1111 be done in a later chapter. 
CHAPTER V III 
OBJECT IONS TO 1m REFORHS 
In this seotion we shall consider in some detail the objeo-
tions that were raised to three of Romilly's reform measures. The 
measures to be considered are those first introduced in the ses-
sion of 1810. They Were intended to reduce the penalty from 
death to transportation for a t.heft to the value of ltOs. in dwell-
ings or in vessels on rivers and for shoplifting under 5s. These 
bills never passed. We will only consider the arguments raised 
against them in 1810. 
I 
The reason for restricting the discussion 
to one group of bills and one session is simply that the same ar-
. 
guments were used against every bill Rom11ly introduced.. Host ot 
, 
these opposition speeches were made in early May ot l8l0~ We will 
study the arguments in full and then consider the answers that 
Romilly and his supporters gave to them. 
Romilly introduced these bills and gave a long speech ox-
plaining his reasons for seeking their passage. Mr. Herbert, the 
member tor Kerry, was the first to speak in opposition. He intro-
duced himself as a friend of the old law and went on to state that 
this was a dangerous alteration ot the legal structure. Further, 
its passage would be the equivalent of an admission that the laws 
of England 'Were detective. He maintained that punishment is in-
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tl10ted to prevent the oo~~ission ot future crimes by the influ-
ence ot example. That according to ~~. Herbert, Was the original 
intention ot these bills; they were never intended to be used in 
their tull vigor, but that vigor was to be reserved as an instru-
ment of terror. It the death penalty were removed that terror 
would go with it. Mr. Herbert went on to charge Romllly with in-
tending to introduce into England such barbarous punishment as the 
knout, solitary oonfinement, and other~ used on the continent that 
were repugnant to the English people. l 
Mr. Davies Giddy was the next to oppose the bills. He re-
peated some of Herbert t s arguments and went on to charge Romllly 
with being excessively moved by sentiments of pumanity. He agreed 
that the laws were too severe but he considered the retorms as be-
ing great and violent changes. He held that the discretionary 
powers of the judges were sufticient to prevent grave in~ustice. 
0« His speech then wandered away trom the topiC as he described the 
dangers that would come trom removing the death penalty tor sheep-
stealing, a measure that no one had proposed. He concluded his 
speech by saying that while he thought the death penalty should be 
removed from shoplifting he was opposed to its removal in the 
other b1lls. 2 
The next attack was delivered by Mr. Windham who denied that 
IT. C. Hansard, Illt Par1iimentArl Debl;t'fi (London), XlX, 
appendix pp. 11-1i11. 
2~., PP. lvi-lv1ii. 
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the certainty of punishment was more important than the severity. 
He also contended that precise laws could not be arrived at i:.or 
could precise legal definitions be formed. He stated that the 
impossibility of arriving at precision required t~~t the laws be 
widely written so that they could be interpreted to the various 
circumstances peculiar to the particular case. He mentioned that 
a club supposedly for the abolition of capital punishment was one 
of the main movers in the French Revolution. He stated that the 
vast majority of judges disapproved of these bills.3 
The Attorney General rose to disagree with the arguments 
that excessive penalties caused injured parties not to prosecute 
and juries not to conVict. He contended that he kne'\v of no inci-
dents of this sort. He detendedthe bills in question as having 
produced a great deal of good without doing a corresponding amount 
, 
of eVil. He feared that passage of these bills woul~ undermine 
the whole English legal system. lt .. 
Mr. Frankland in his opposition to the bill echoed Mr. Wind-
ham's statement that large numbers ot judges opposed the measures. 
He also held that judieial discretion was a safeguard against the 
rigors of the laws. He teared that any lessening in the severity 
of the laws would lead to widespread increases in crime and that 
the government, in order to restore peace, would have to resort to 
3~., PP. lviii-lxv. 
It ~., pp. lx:tx-lxx. 
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the use of secret police and other tyrannical practices. He 
therefore opposed the bill as a step toward the destruction ot 
English liberties.' 
Lord Ellenborough stated that repeal ot this law would lead 
to a great frequency in shoplifting so that "the poor industrious 
tradesman, particularly it he dealt in certain articles, would, 
with all his precaution, sustain such weighty losses from time to 
time, tha.t would eventually caUSe his bankruptcY. n6 Lord Ellen-
boroUgh went on to paint an equally dim picture of' the injury that 
these bills would do to Householders. nRepeal this law and see 
the contrast--no man can trust himself an hour out of' doors, with-
out the most alarming apprehensions, that on h1s return, every 
vestige of his property will be swept ott by the hardened rob-
ber.,,7 He feared that these laws were but the forerunners'ot a 
• 
whole program that would destroy the English law. While~admitt1ng 
that no amount of property had a value equal to that ot a human 
lite, he stUl held that this law was good because of the terror 
it inspired. He agreed with Mr. Windham's doubts that any work-
able law could be drawn up.8 
The Lord Chancellor stated his opinion of Romilly 1n these 
5~., p. lxxill. 
6 ~., p. lxxxvi1i. 
?I12.~. , p. cxix. 
8l1U&\., P. lxxxvii. 
vlOrdSI n It my opinion could be warped or influenced by circum-
stances of personal consideration, the learned and honorable gen-
tleman who introduced this Bill in the other house of parliament 
is the individual of all others who would have the greatest weight 
with me, ••• n9 He went on to oppose the bills on the grounds 
that a s1m1lar reform of the pieltpocketing law had led to a great 
increase in that crime. He aereed that in many instances the in-
jured parties \<lOuld not prosecute but he at·tributed this more to 
parSimony than humanity. 
Host of the objections to these measures were along the same 
lines. One point that was particularly raised--every speaker had 
mentioned it--was that these bills were ot a sp,eculative nature 
and that they would not work in practice. Lord Lauderdale met 
that charge by delving into the history of the law which t4ese 
bills were intended to amend, showing that they were ori~inally 
speculative as it was never intended that they be put infu prac-
tice. He went on to say that since the proposed bills were in-
tended to be used they were actually returning the law from a 
speculative to a practical one. lO 
Lord Holland who had introduced the bills into Lords met Lord 
Ellenborough's fearful pictures with a deft insult. Be spoke of 
bow be had been worried to find Ellenborough opposing him. 
9~., p. cix. 
lO~. t pp. cv-evi. 
r 
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"Certainly until I had heard what has f'allen from him, I felt a 
degree of d1.t'fidence as to the soundness of my own judgement, 
which has however been completely removed by the manner in which 
he has treated the subjeot."ll That was about all the answer 
that Ellenborough's emotional rhetoric deserved. 
Sir John Newport attacked Mr. Herbertts arguments about the 
relative values of certainty and severity. This subject has been 
touched on so often in this paper that "it requires no discussion 
here. He stated that the supposed terror that was intended to be 
present in the English law was lost due to the fact that everyone 
expected the judges to be lenient. He went on to state that sinoe 
the letter of the law Was at variance with the'spirit of the peo-
ple, the law obviously was in need of' change. 12 
The contention of the AttorneY General and the Lord Chancel-
lor that lack of prosecution was not caused by fear of' Ctusing a 
death for a small gric'Iance was met by the Naster of the Rolls and 
the Earl of Surtolk. The Master gave the arguments that have been 
given earlier in this paper and went on to tell about a friend ot 
his who out of humanity had refused to prosecute a man charged 
with chopping down trees in an orchard. The Master stated that 
this d1slike of prosecution was known to many criminals and they 
otten acted in the expectation that they \vould not be prosecuted. 
11Th .. '" ~ , P. xc1v. 
12~ •• PP. liii-11v. 
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He further stated that jurors would not convict in many cases, 
but he offered no proofs of this. 13 The Earl of Suffolk recounted 
his own experiences when faced with the problem of "loot to do ''lith 
a trusted servant who had taken advant;;ge of his absence to steal 
a large quantity of his silver and several other valuable items. 
It I was constrained to turn loose upon the public an individual 
certainly deserving of punishment, because the law of the land 
gave me no opportunity of visiting her with a castigation short of 
death ••• tt14 
On the Attorney General's statement that he did not know of 
any juries that had been swayed by the death penalty, we can con-
sider that argumont refuted by the two cases mentioned on page 15 
I 
of this essay. 
Charges such as Hr. Herbert t s that Romilly \'Janted to intro-
, 
duce barbaric punishments into England can be set dowp. simply as 
libels. This same statement can be applied to Hr. WindMm's re-
marks on the French Revolution. The charge that Romilly 'Was ex-
cessively moved by his feelings of humanity has already been an-
swered. 15 
The only charges that were not answered in the course of the 
debate were that the judges opposed the bills and that a sim1lar 
l3~ . , pp • lxv ... lxix. 
14l.l21Q. , p. cv. 
15 ~);U~;ti, p. 73. 
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bill had brought about an increase in the number of pickpockets. 
We shall now see what Romilly had to say about these charges. 
He used the argument that pickpoclt:eting had increased as an 
argument for the bills. He pOinted out that all the Lord Chancel-
lor could prove ".las that the number of prosecutions had increased 
and thnt this was a proof of the efficiency of the law as it was 
amended. It indicated that people ware no longer intimidated by 
the fear of sending a fellow creature to the gallows. This was 
exactly what he had oontended vmen he proposed the bill. In de-
scr1bing the fact that many more prosecutions are preferred he 
states ttthis 1s the very fact which these men, blinded by their 
gross prejudices, put forward as proof that the measure has been 
unsuccessful. It 1s, on the contrary, the strongest proof of its 
success; • • • ttl6 
The only objection raised to the statement that ~o many 
judges opposed the bills was that no ev1dence of this was pro-
duced by the men proffer1ng it as an argument. 
Some of the arguments were good; others were childish; all of 
them could be easily refuted. Yet they were enough vhen coupled 
with apathy and the anti-liberal sentiments of the times to stop a 
worthy program of law reform. The best argument for the reforms 
could not be advanced at the time, but look1ng at the situation 
from our historical perspective we can see that the amelioration 
-----_.--
l6Romilly, ~, II, 326-327. 
• 
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of the lay,s ,V'hen it did come produced none of the evils its op-
ponents predicted. Hather, it produced much good; more than 
HomUly could have dreamed. 
---------
CHAPTI:"!R lX 
THE SUCCESS OF TEE HEFOru,I PROGRAM 
Even though Homilly faUed in his attempts to reform the 
criminal law, after his death the goal he had sOUght for so many 
years was attained by others. Let us now look at the two men. Sir 
James Mackintosh and Sir Robert Peel, who did the most to put 
Romilly's plans into operation. 
Sir James Mackintosh would appear the most unl1kely person 
ever to be the successful proponent of anything. Born near In-
verness in October of 1765. he was the son of an army officer who 
was the owner of a small estate in the vicinity. He received his 
early education at nearby schools and later attended.K~ts Col-
lege at Aberdeen. In his college days his habits earned'" him the 
nickname of Poet. He was interested in Philosophy and was the co-
founder of a debating society. In 1784, he went to Edinburgh to 
study medicine and he graduated in 1787. The folloWing year he 
moved to London where he lived with a relative. Becoming inter-
ested in politics he joined several diSCUssion groups. He paid 
little attention to business and often got into financial diffi-
culties. His money problems were not solved when on his father's 
death he sold the family estate. In 1787. he married Catherine 
Stuart the sister of Daniel stuart, a newspaperman and eventually 
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editor of the Norning ~ and the CQqrj,er. His wife tried to 
make him attend to business and for a time she appeared to be suc-
cessful. He even startad v~iting a book on insanity, which was 
then arousing a great deal ot curiosity due to the unfortunate 
condition of George III. But Hackintosh cocld not keep out or 
politics and he began to devote his time to campaigning rather tl1:A1 
to his patients. 
~ 1790, he visited Belgium, where he developed a fair 
ability to speak Prench. On his return he began to write for the 
Oragl,. The money received trom his articles was his primary 
source of support. Angered by Burke's RetlectioD§ ~ ~ FrlDQh 
R§volyt~n, he answered it with the book V~.g~e GallicAS, 
I 
which was a literary and philosophical work, less liberal than Tom 
Paines's famous answer to Burke. 
}~ckintosh resolved to take up the study of law ~fwas 
called to the bar at Lincoln's in 1795. He had evidentl' found 
his field, for by 1798 he was teaching a course at Lincolnts Inn 
on ll1i Jdu( .2L: UatW'J} .md NatiOWl.· ~ 1796 he met Burke and became 
his devoted friend and rollower, even dropping his old opinions on 
the Hevolution. 
He began to plead briefs before parliamentary committees, 
particularly in cases of constitutional and international law. He 
joined the Nortolk circuit. In the spring of 1803 he gave up his 
practice to accept the post of Recorder or Bombay, a post that 
carried knighthood with it. In February ot 1804 he arrived in 
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India and in 1806 he was promoted to judge in the court of vlee-
admiralty in Bombay. He read widely during the time he spent in 
India and seemed to acquire a superficial knowledge of many sub-
jects. The climate had a bad effect on his health and that of 
his youngerchlldren. He was forced to send his wit'e and children 
home in February, 1810, He remained for a while because he need-
ed the money, but in December, 1811, he had to resign the post or 
suffer damaging illness. 
In April of 1812 he arrived in England and was almost im-
mediately offered a seat in Commons which he refused because it 
required a promlse that he would resist Catholic Emancipation. He 
was elected for Nairn in 1813. In parliament he supported Romllly 
and other reformers in their attempt.s to get liberal legislation. 
He retired for a time from active politios, devoting himse!t to 
, 
study and to the writing of history. About the time of Romllly's 
.. 
death he beoame more active and pushed tor legal reform. He car-
ried on Rom111y's struggle until Peel took up the cause. The rest 
of his lite was devoted to studying, leoturing, and writing. Be-
sides his most important historical work. his tUstotY Q( ~ ~­
Ilution, whioh was graeted with high praise, he brought out several 
other works on the stuarts. In 1832 he died of a throat 1nflama-
tion. 
l'iaok1ntosh first came into oontaot with Rornilly through a 
dinner club known as the King of Clubs, where they were both mem-
bers. They became fast friends before Hackintosh left for India. 
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Mackintosh thoUght highly of Rom1lly and describes h1smoral char-
acter, "which I think stands higher than that ot any other con-
spicuous Englishman now alive. Probity, independence, hUP'£nity, 
and 11brality breathe through every word; •• ttl • On Rom111y's 
side the friendship 1s not as clearly marked. He makes only 
slight reference to 14ackintosh in any of his writings. Hhen Mac-
kintosh returned to England he spent a good deal or his time :in 
working for the support ot Rondlly· s prograu. On RomUly' s death 
he took the leadershiP. He admitted his debt to Romi11y in a 
speech to the House on the subject of criminal law. flIt is im-
possible to advert to the necessity ot reforming this part of the 
law, without callL~g to mind the efforts ot t~t highly distin-
guished and universally lamented individual, by whom the attention 
of Parliament was so otten roused to the subject ot our penal 
code. u2 He goes on to eulogize Romilly at length. Therf§ is no 
'II 
doubt to whom Mackintosh owed the inspiration that led him to this 
work. 
Sir Robert Peel was a very different individual. He was born 
in 1788. the son of a textile manufacturer. Peel's father des-
tined him tram birth for a political lite. He was sent to school 
first at Bury and later at Harrow, both Tory strongholds. In 1806 
18ir James J'lB.ckintosh, Memq'i~ g.t. .:tllI. ~ ~ .w.r. Jam§§ lkul-
lkintosh, ed. by his son (London, 361 t II, 31f~ 
2S11' James Mack1ntosh, H.scftllMeQQ~ jis2rls~, III, 376. 
he entered Oxford where he was the first student ever to graduate 
first in both classics and mathet~tics. In 1809 a scat was pro-
cured for him representing Cashal in Ireland. 
During his first year he did nothing notable. In his second 
year he Was ohosen to second the Speech from the Throne, an honor 
generally accorded to younger members of the majority party who 
were expected to rise. Lord Liverpool chose him to be his private 
secretary and in this POSition he attrac~ed the king's attention. 
In 1811, he was promoted to Undersecretary fo~ the Colonies. He 
held the post of Chief Secretary for Ireland from 1812 to 1818, 
where he is sometimes credited with having established the first 
efficient police forc., although this claim is disputed by the 
! 
supporters of Sir Arthur Welle sly. 
Poel pressed for schools for all Irish children regardless or 
religious beliefs, which he insisted should be intende~ for educa-
tion rather than conversion. On the other hand, he was r~sistant 
to Catholic Emancipation. He became involved in a ridiculous duel 
with O'Connell, which was never ;fought although it attracted a 
good deal of attention. He resigned his Irish post in 1818 and 
took a long vacation in Scotland. On his return he became inter-
ested in the movement to put the currency of England on a sound 
tooting and end the 1n1'lat1on caused by the late wars. Unfortu-
nately. the resumption of cash redemption of paper notes. Peel's 
great contribution to financial reform, was in part responsible 
for the disturbed state ot English tinances for the next decade. 
9, 
At the death of King George III, Peel resigned from office 
and stayed out of public l1f'e until George rl and his queen had 
finished publicly airing their scandals. This was a wise move and 
kept Peel from having to commit himself on either side of this 
heated but lUdicrous affair. In 1820 he married J'ulia I'-'loyd, the 
daughter of a distinguished colonial offioial. In January ot 
1822, he was offered the Home Of rice and accepted. It was in this 
position that he undertook to aecompl1sh"Romllly's reform on a 
scale never before dreamed of. 
The Whole attitude of the nation toward criminal law reform 
had changed smee Hom1l1y' s death. He had made the people con-
scious of the need for reform and they began to/press the govern-
ment for it. On January 2" 1819, the Corporation of London pre-
sented a petition to Parliament requesting an amelioratlo~ or the 
f 
" 
criminal laws. They were so seVere that "Injured persons ojIreruse 
to prosecute. because they cannot perform a duty which is repug-
nant to their natures, by being instrumental in the infl.1ction ot 
severity contrary to their ideas of adequate retribution ••• n3 
They went on to say that juries would not conVict and to give so 
many of Rom111yt s oft repeated arguments that it sounds like one 
of his speeches. This was the attitude of bUsiness interests 
whom the severe la\tJs \tJere presumably to protect. No one could 
accuse these hard headed men of the City of being moved by senti-
- --------------------mm 
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mont; they were realists in the extreme. They understood the dan-
ger of the laws and demanded change. The Quakers and some of' the 
municipal corporations also entered petitions about the same sub-
ject .. 
Mackintosh took advantage of these petitions to move for the 
appointment of a select committee to consider the Crimjnal laws 
punishable by death. There was some oPPosition but the motion 
passed by a small majority against the w~shos ot the Cabinet. 
MackintOsh was appointed chairman of the committee. 
Nothing much was accomplished and the reform program was al-
lowed to lag for several years. On May 21, 1823. l~ck1ntosh moved 
a \-Thole series of bills for the abolition of capital punishment • 
.. 
They include all of' Romilly's old bills on stealing from shops, 
houses, and boats as well as several new ones. Among the n~w 
measures he advocated were abolishing the death penalty for all 
crimes committed While masked except arson and shooting, ~or for-
gery, for th1!l stealing of oattle, sheep, and horses, and for those 
crimes covered by the 1-1arrl8,ge Act. 
Peel took an odd position in this matter; he opposed the par-
ticula.r measures but admitted their principles. He pledged him-
self to bring in measures for the amelioration of the laws. 4 
}~okintosh's measure was lost primarily due to the government's 
opposition. 







Fa1thrul to his word, Peel introduced into the house 1n that 
session bills for the vlholesale reformation ot the criminal law. 
These bills removed nearly one hundred crimes from capital punish-
ment and empowered the courts to grant mercy in all other capital 
casas other than murder if the criminal appear to be deserving. 
The bills also did away with the indignities formerly practiced on 
the bodies of' suicides. In 1825 he straightened out a curious 
confusiol1 in the laws regulating pardol1$. In 1826 he mana,zed to 
reform the procedure followed :In criminal cases. In 1828. he put 
through a bill to oonsolidate parts of the criminal law so as to 
bring into existence a true criminal code. All of these measures 
met with only slight opposition. Romilly wou14 never have be-
lieved that so much could be accomplished so quickly. 
\Yhat were the reasons tor Peel's success where others ,had 
failed? In part it can be attributed to the work done by Bentham, 
.. RomillYt and J.iackintosh; :tn part to the change in public opinion 
noted above. Host or the credit must go to Peel himself. He was 
both a. trainod politician who knew just ho"l tar to go and v/hen to 
go, and an organizer and administrator who was able to draw up a 
huge reform measure in a short time. He was also a man of daring. 
Where his predecessors had been content to try to put through one 
or t'<lO measures, Peel had the aUdac1ty to try for a Wholesale re-
form. All of these factors contributed to his success. 
We have seen tha.t Hack:lntosh openly admitted his debt to 
Romilly, which Peel never did. The reason why has puzzled many ot 
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his biographers. \'1. Cooke Taylor comments that: "The lamented Sir 
Samuel Romilly had identified his memory with all efforts for the 
improvement of the criminal law; Sir James Haekintosh had been 
recognized as his legitimate successor in the advocaoy of Legal 
Reforr.ls; and hence there was a feeling that 14r. Peel was attempt~ 
1ng to grasp the laurels whioh others had 1t1()11. II 5 Justin HcCurtby' 
feels that Peel gave Rom1l1y enough aokno''1ledgeIrlent by taking up 
his program and carrying it to completio~.6 
1<lr. Peel '.vas in an ambiguous position as far as giving credit 
went. As a statesman he saw the need for reform. As a politician 
he did not care to aid the other party by praising its members or 
admitting that he was carrying out their progra~. He took the 




not really matter so long as the job 'Was done. ,I 
!, 
7\11. Cooke Taylor, ~ .m£ k~QS .Qt. .§JJ:i1ogert f!utl tLondon, 
1933), I, 260. 




This paper has no real conclusion, for Romllly t s struggle is 
still going on, Laws even in the most civilized nations still 
have some ta:1nts of barbarism. No one can deny that the English 
legal system is still very confusing and that one must be an ini-
tiate ot the legal profession to understand and use it. But 
Romilly must not be marked down as a failure, for in the end his 
practical goals were reached and, more important, he achieved the 
true goal of all reformers--he got people to thlru{. 
Unfortunately, Romilly is the forgotten man of the legal re-
form. Very few people know anything about him. As a p~losopher 
he is overshadowed by Bentham and as an organizer he is d~arred by 
Peel. His role in the reform was an important but little noted 
one. He translated the philosophy of Bentham into the practice ot 
Peel. He was the intermediary between these two vastly different 
men. Yet he was more than that. He was also the publicist ot re-
form and, While 1ve do not normally think of him :1n this aspect, 
the writers ot his mm age could not separate his name from the 
cause of legal reform. 
He would not mind our ignoring hin, for 111\:9 all nen devoted 










cause than he was in any personal success. We will not attempt to 
state to what degree he personally was responsible for this suc-
cess. That would be pure guess\vork. All that can positively be 
stated is that he was greatly influenced by the misery he saw in 
his professional career. He was a humanitarian, and the plight of 
the unfortunates he daily saw in court moved him deeply. Be could 
not accept the legal Philosophies propounded by Madden and Paley; 
these he attacked bitterly. He saw in Bf3ntham's work the answer 
to the problem that 80 deeply hurt h1m. He accepted this solution 
and tried to put it into practice. He failed but in failure he 
inspired others to carryon. They were not necessarily motivated 
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